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ABSTRACT 
The minimal surface quation Q in the second order contact bundle of R 3, modulo translations, is 
provided with a complex structure and a canonical vector-valued bolomorphic differential form 12 
on Q \ 0. The minimal surfaces M in R3 correspond to the complex analytic urves C in Q, where 
the derivative oftbe Gauss map sends M to C, and M is equal to the real part of the integral of Y2 
over 6". The complete minimal surfaces of finite topological type and with flat points at infinity 
correspond to the algebraic urves in Q. 
INTRODUCTION 
In Section 1.1 we introduce the second order contact bundle modulo transla- 
tions Q of the minimal surface quation. Q is a two-dimensional vector bundle 
over the unit sphere S, and carries a canonical R3-valued one-form w which has 
a pole type of singularity along the zero section of Q. I fM  is a minimal surface, 
then the assignment to each x E M of the second order contact element of M at 
x defines a mapping n' : M ~ Q, which can be viewed as the derivative of the 
Gauss map n : M ~ S. The image n ' (M)  is a two-dimensional submanifold C
of Q such that the restriction to C of ~v is closed. 
In Section 1.2 we show that conversely, if C is a two-dimensional submani- 
fold of Q \ 0 such that dw[c = 0, then the submanifold M of R 3, which is ob- 
tained from C by means of integration of ~v over C, is a minimal surface in R 3 
such that n ' (M)  = C. The integral of~v over closed curves in C leads to a group 
T' of periods of M, which is discussed in Section 1.3. 
The next observation is that Q carries a complex structure, unique up to its 
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sign, such that the condition dwlc = 0 is equivalent to the condition that C is a 
complex analytic urve in Q, with respect to this complex structure. In order to 
describe the complex structure, and at the same time the automorphism group 
of Q, we begin in Section 2.1 by exhibiting Q as an associated vector bundle 
SO(3) ×SO(2) R2- In Section 2.2 this bundle is identified with the associated 
complex line bundle SO(3, C) ×B C, where B is a suitable Borel subgroup of 
SO(3, C). Because all the spaces here are complex analytic, this provides Q 
with a complex structure. The subgroup B is chosen in such a way that w is 
equal to the real part of a C3-valued holomorphic (1, 0)-form ~ on Q, equi- 
variant for the action of SO(3, C) on Q. 
This leads to the characterization in Section 2.3 of the C = n'(M) as the 
complex analytic urves in Q. In Section 2.4 we discuss the relation with the so- 
called isotropic complex analytic urves in C 3, which are used in the Weier- 
strass type of representation formulas for minimal surfaces. The discussion of 
the structure of Q is concluded in Section 2.5 with the introduction of the two- 
fold covering SL(2, C) of SO(3, C) as a convenient computational tool. It leads 
to the identification Q with the complex line bundle 0(4) over CP 1 and of its 
compactification Q with the fourth Hirzebruch surface E4, a complex projec- 
tive algebraic variety. It also leads to local coordinates inwhich ~2 takes a rela- 
tively simple explicit form, cf. (2.18). 
In the applications, one has to pay special attention to the fiat points of the 
minimal surface M. These correspond to certain intersection points of C with 
the zero section 0 e of Q, where the one-forms ~ and Q are singular. These 
points are discussed in Section 3.1, whereas the other points of C A 0 e, which 
correspond to the flat points of M at infinity, are analyzed in Section 3.2. The 
condition of flatness of the point at infinity is equivalent to the condition that 
the total curvature of the end of M is finite. Because we allow periodicities, the 
integral of the Gaussian curvature has to be taken over the quotient of the end 
by the translation symmetry. 
In Section 3.3 we prove that M/P,  the minimal surface modulo its periods, is 
of finite topological type and has only flat points at infinity, if and only if C is a 
complex algebraic urve in the complex projective variety Q, where C has to 
satisfy some additional conditions in order to ensure that the minimal surface 
M is smoothly immersed. If the Gauss map n : M/79 ~ S has degree d, then the 
number of fiat points in M/79 plus the number of fiat points at infinity, each 
counted with multiplicity, isequal to 4d. We obtain the Jorge-Meeks formula s 
a consequence. In Section 3.4 we study the holomorphic sections of Q, several 
of which correspond to known minimal surfaces. 
In Section 3.5, we find that M/7 ~ has finite topological type, no points at in- 
finity, and a degree two Gauss map, if and only if C is a hyperelliptic curve of 
genus three, lying in the usual way as a twofold branched covering over S. The 
group P(I2[c ) of the periods of ~21c is a lattice in C 3, and the quotient J, which 
is compact, is isomorphic to the Jacobian variety Jac(C) of C. The integration 
of ~2 over C defines an embedding from C onto a closed complex analytic urve 
in J. The isotropic omplex curve F in C 3 such that M = Re F as in Section 2.4, 
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is equal to the pull-back under the projection C 3 ---, J of the image of C in J. 
Therefore F is a closed and smooth one-dimensional complex analytic sub- 
manifold of C 3. A result of Pirola [20] implies that the hyperelliptic curves C, 
for which the period group 79 of the minimal surface M is a discrete subgroup of 
R 3, are dense. In an open dense subset hey form a countable union of families 
of hyperelliptic curves which depend on essentially five real parameters. 
There is an enormous literature on minimal surfaces, among which the 
beautiful surveys of Nitsche and those of Dierkes, Hildebrandt, Kiister and 
Wohlrab. We will use DHKW [4] as our main reference. 
1. SECOND ORDER CONTACT 
In this section we introduce the real two-dimensional vector bundle Q over the 
unit sphere S such that the combination of the Gauss map and its derivative 
sends each minimal surface M in R 3 to a surface C in Q. Moreover, there is a 
canonically defined R3-valued one-form w on Q such that the minimal surface 
M is reconstructed from C by means of integration of a; over curves in C. 
1.1. The derivative of the Gauss map 
Let M be an oriented two-dimensional smooth submanifold of ~3 and 
S ~- (S E ~3 I Ilsll ~ 1} the sphere in R 3 with radius equal to one and center at 
the origin. The mapping n : M ~ S which assigns to x E M the oriented nor- 
mal n(x) to the tangent space Tx M, is called the Gauss map of M. The tangent 
map Tx n of n at x is a linear mapping from Tx M to Tn(x) S. The translation 
rx_n(x) from n(x) to x leads to an identification of T,(x)S with Tx M. Let 
n'(x) = Tx n o ~-x-n(x) denote the linear mapping from Tn(x) S to Tn(x) S which is 
induced by Tx rL 
The linear endomorphism n'(x) of T,(x) S is symmetric with respect o the 
restriction to Tn(x) S of the standard inner product of R 3. In fact, by means of a 
translation we can arrange that a given special point of M is at the origin, and 
by rotation in R 3 we can subsequently arrange that n(0) = e3, the vertical stan- 
dard basis vector in R 3. Then, near 0, M can be written as the graph of a smooth 
function f of two variables, the third coordinate as a function of the first two 
ones. If  we identify Te3 S with R 2 ~_ R 2 x {0}, then a short calculation shows 
that the matrix of n'(0) is equal to minus the Hessian matr ix f " (0 )  o f f  at 0. 
Because f " (0 )  describes the second order contact of M at 0 with its tangent 
plane, we have in general that n'(x) represents he second order contact of M at 
x with Tx M. 
The surface M is a minimalsurface if and only if, for every x E M, the trace of 
n'(x) is equal to zero, cf. DHKW [4, (24) on p. 16 and p. 53]. For every s E S, let 
(1.1) Qs:={qELin(T~S, TsS) I q* =q,  t raceq-  0} 
be the space of all traceless ymmetric linear mappings from Ts S to itself. Qs is 
a two-dimensional real vector space. The Qs, s E S, form a smooth rank two 
real vector bundle Q over S. If M is a minimal surface then, for every x E M, 
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the element n'(x) E Qn(x) represents the second order contact of M at x. This 
defines a smooth mapping n' : M --* Q such that the Gauss mapping n is equal 
to 7r o n', if 7r : Q ~ S denotes the projection which assigns to q E Q~ the base 
point s. 
Let M be a minimal surface in R 3. A traceless ymmetric two by two matrix 
is of the form 
q- - (b  ba)  
in which a, b E R. Its determinant is equal to -a  2 - b 2 and it follows that if 
q ~ 0, then q is invertible. This implies that, for every x E M the Gauss curva- 
ture 
(1.2) K(x) = detn'(x)  (equal to - a 2 - b 2 when n(x) = e3) 
of M at x is nonpositive. Moreover, i f x  is an umbilicpoint of M, i.e. K(x) = O, 
then x is a flat point of M, i.e. n'(x) = 0, which is equivalent to the condition 
that M osculates its tangent plane at the point x. In other words, the following 
conditions i)--v) are equivalent. 
(i) x is not a flat point of M. 
(ii) n'(x) ~= O. 
(iii) n'(x) is invertible. 
(iv) The Gauss map n is a diffeomorphism from some open neighborhood 
M0 o fx  in M onto an open neighborhood So ofn(x) in S. 
(v) There is an open neighborhood M0 o fx  in M such that the restriction to 
M0 of n p is a smooth embedding from M0 to a smooth local section 
Co = n'(Mo) of the vector bundle Q over S. 
Here the equivalence between iv) and v) follows from the fact that n = 7r o n'. 
Indeed, this implies that if n is a diffeomorphism, then n r is an embedding. 
Conversely ifn t is a diffeomorphism from M0 onto a smooth submanifold Co of 
Q, then Co is a smooth local section of 7r : Q ---, S ¢=~ the restriction to Co of 7r 
is a diffeomorphism from Co onto an open subset So o fS  ¢=~ 7r o n' is a diffeo- 
morphism from M0 onto So. 
1.2. Reconstruction of the minimal surface by integration 
I f  q E Qs \ {0}, then q-1 : T~ S ~ T~ S can be viewed as a linear mapping from 
T~ S to R 3, if we identify the target angent plane as a linear subspace of R 3. In 
this way we obtain an R3-valued one-form (= differential form of degree one) 
on Q \ 0, which we denote by ~ = q-1 ds. Here 0 = 0Q denotes the zero section 
of Q. More precisely, if q E Q~, then ~ is the linear mapping from Tq Q to ~3 
which is equal to the linear mapping Tq 7r from Tq Q to "Is S, followed by the 
linear mapping q-1 from T~ S to R 3. Note that a; has a pole-type of singularity at 
0Q. 
Suppose that M is a connected immersed minimal surface and n' is a diffeo- 
morphism from M onto a smooth submanifold C of Q. Let ~ : M ~ R 3 denote 
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the identity on M, viewed as a mapping from M to R 3. Then, for every x E M 
and v E Tx M, we have 
((n')*W)x(V) = wn,(x)(Txn'(v)) = q-I o Tn,(x)7r o Txn'(v)  = q- '  o Txn(v) = v, 
where q = n'(x) = Txn is viewed as a linear mapping from TxM ~- Tn(x) S to 
R 3. Here we have applied the chain rule to 7r o n' = n in the third identity. This 
proves that 
(1.3) (n ' ) *w=dt  on M. 
In turn this means that Wlc = d f  if f is equal to the R3-valued function 
((n')-l)*~ = (n') -1 on C. It follows that M can be reconstructed from C in the 
following way. Choose, for any base point qo E C, a corresponding base point 
xo E R 3 as (n') -I (qo). Then, for every ql E C, the point of M corresponding to
ql is given by 
ql 
(1.4) Xl = q~(ql) := (n')-a(ql) = Xo + ~ q-1 ds, 
q0 
in which the integral of the R3-valued one-form w = q-l ds is taken along any 
smooth curve 7 in C which runs from q0 to ql. Note that the integral does not 
depend on the choice of % which means that the restriction ~Olc of w to C is ex- 
act. 
The fact that wlc is exact, is locally equivalent o the condition that 
(dw)lc = d(wlc) = 0, which means that the restriction to C of dw is equal to 
zero. This condition means that, for every q E C and every pair v, w E Tq C of 
tangent vectors to C, we have that (dw)q(v, w) = 0, or that Tq C is an isotropic 
linear subspace of Tq Q with respect o the R3-valued antisymmetric bilinear 
form (dLd)q. Because it is clear that d(q -1 ds) = d(q -1) A ds is  far from zero as 
a two-form on the four-dimensional manifold Q \ 0, the equation (dw) lc = 0 is 
a strong restriction on the two-dimensional real linear subspace Tq C of Tq Q. 
1.3. Surfaces in the bundle and their periods 
Suppose that C is any smooth two-dimensional immersed submanifold of Q \ 0 
such that (dw)l c = 0, which means that Wlc is closed. Also assume that C is 
transversal to the fibers of the projection 7r : Q ---, S, which means that the R 3- 
valued linear form q-l ds is injective on Tq C. Then, after a choice of base 
points qo E C, xo E R 3, (1.4) defines an embedding q~ from each simply con- 
nected open subset Co of C onto a smooth two-dimensional submanifold Mo of 
R 3. For each q E C we have, with the notation s --- 7r(q), x = q~(q), that 
Tx M0 = imageTq ~b = q-l (Ts S) = Ts S, 
where T0(q) M0 and Ts S both are regarded as two-dimensional linear subspaces 
of R 3. It follows that s is orthogonal to Tx M0, and we have a unique orientation 
of M0 such that s = n(x), the normal of M0 at the point x. Furthermore the 
equation dx  = q-1 ds implies that ds = q dx. Therefore the inverse of ~b is 
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equal to n'. The fact that n' maps M0 into Q, where the fiber Qs is equal to the 
space of traceless symmetric linear mappings from Ts S to Ts S, finally implies 
that M0 is a minimal surface. In this way the mapping n r establishes a local 
equivalence between the minimal surfaces in R 3 with nonvanishing curvature, 
modulo translations, and the two-dimensional smooth submanifolds C of Q \ 0 
such that a;[c is closed and C is transversal to the fibers of the projection 
7r :Q~S.  
Let [w] denote the de Rham cohomology class of w, which is an element of 
Hie Rham(C) ® R 3. Globally, the equation (1.4) in general defines amulti-valued 
immersion ~from C to R 3, where the multi-valuedness is caused by the fact that 
for every closed loop "7 in C, meaning that ql = q0, we obtain that 
xl - x0 = (['y], [~]) need not be equal to zero. The ([3'], [w]), where [7] denotes 
the homology class of the closed loop "y in the image of H1 (C, 7/) in H~ (C, R), 
are called the periods of w. They form an additive subgroup P of R 3, generated 
by the vectors (['yj], [w]} if the ['rj] generate the image of H1 (C, ~) in H1 (C, R). 
The multi-valuedness of ~ means that ~ assigns to every q a coset of the form 
x + P in R 3. This implies that the image M of C is 7V-periodic in the sense that 
M + p = M for every p E 7>. Conversely, if M + p -- M, then n'(x + p) -- n'(x) 
for every x C M, and it follows that the set of periods of M is equal to 7:'. 
In Section 2 we will show that Q has a complex structure, unique up to sign, 
such that if q 6 Q \ 0 then a two-dimensional real linear subspace P of Tq Q is 
isotropic with respect o (dw)q if and only if P is equal to a one-dimensional 
complex linear subspace of the two-dimensional complex vector space Tq Q. 
This implies that a surface C is of the form n'(M) for a minimal surface M with 
nonvanishing curvature if and only if C is a complex analytic urve in the two- 
dimensional complex analytic manifold Q \ 0 which is transversal tothe fibers. 
Remark 1.1. Any second order partial differential equation for surfaces in ~3 
can be identified with a 7-dimensional hypersurface in the 8-dimensional sec- 
ond order contact bundle of R 3. If the equation is translation i variant, hen we 
can pass to its quotient by the translation group E3, which is a 4-dimensional 
manifold Q. If the equation iselliptic, then there is an almost complex structure 
J on Q such that the solution surfaces, modulo translations, are locally in a bi- 
jective correspondence with the complex analytic curves in (Q, J). For the 
minimal surface quation the almost complex structure J is integrable. I actu- 
ally arrived at the description of the complex structure in Q from the applica- 
tion of the theory of second order contact structure to the minimal surface 
equation. However, in order to emphasize the especially nice features of the 
minimal surface quation and not to burden the presentation with the general- 
ities about second order contact structures, I have chosen to present the direct 
description i Section 2 of the complex structure. 
Remark 1.2. The considerations in this section have been predominantly of a 
local nature. Avoiding the flat points, the mapping nr is an immersion from M 
to Q \ 0 which need not be injective, let alone that it is an embedding. One cause 
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for non-injectivity could be the occurrence of nonzero periods, which can be 
remedied by passing to the quotient M/79. However, there can also be self-in- 
tersections of the image C = n'(M) which are not caused by periodicities; at 
such multiple points C has a singularity of multiple point type. Finally the 
mapping n' : M/'P ~ Q \ 0 need not be proper, meaning that one can have a 
non-converging sequence of points in M such that the image points converge to 
a point in Q \ O. 
In the other direction, the immersion (n') -1 : C ---, R 3 can have self-inter- 
sections which generically occur along curves. In this paper we will not discuss 
the problem of avoiding such self-intersections of M (or of M/'P in ff~3/7~). 
2. THE COMPLEX STRUCTURE 
In this section, a complex structure is introduced on Q by identifying Q with an 
associated complex line bundle SO(3, C) ×s C, where B is the group of all 
b E SO(3, C) such that b(C(el + ie2)) --- C(el + ie2). Here b E Bacts on C by 
means of multiplication by x(b), in which X : B ~ C \ ~0} is the unique char- 
acter (= Lie group homomorphism) such that x(b) = e lzo if b is equal to the 
rotation through the angle ~b about he vertical axis. In this description the base 
space S of Q, the unit sphere in R 3, is identified with SO(3, C)/B, which in turn 
is identified with the quadric N in the complex projective plane, defined by the 
homogeneous quadratic equation (z, z) = 0, z E C a. 
The •3-valued one-form w on Q \ 0 is equal to the real part of an SO(3, C)- 
equivariant C3-valued holomorphic (1, 0)-form ~2. For a real two-dimensional 
submanifold C of Q \ 0, we have that ~Oic is closed if and only if C is a complex 
analytic curve in the complex two-dimensional manifold Q \ 0. If M is the 
minimal surface in R 3 which is obtained by means of integration ofwio and F 
is the complex analytic urve in C a which is obtained by means of integration of 
~21c, then M-- -ReF,  and /~ is the isotropic complex anaytic curve corre- 
sponding to M in the Weierstrass type of representation formulas. 
The computations simplify considerably if one replaces the group SO(3, C) 
by the group SL(2, C). The adjoint representation (=action on the Lie algebra 
~I(2, C) of SL(2, C) by means of conjugation) leads to a two-fold covering 
Ad : SL(2, C) ~ SO(3, C), in which we use a suitable identification of d[(2, C) 
with C 3. Under this identification, B corresponds to the group L of all lower 
triangular matrices in SL(2, C), and Q _~ SO(3, C) ×s C to the associated line 
bundle SL(2, C) xL C, where (~ ~z) E L acts on C by means of multiplication 
by z 4. In this description, the s'phere S _~ N is identified with the complex pro- 
jective line CP l, of which SL(2, C)/{±I } is the automorphism group. It follows 
that the automorphism group of Q is equal to (SL(2, C)/{±I}) × (C \ {0}) _ 
SO(3, C) x (C \ {0}). Here c E C \ {0} acts on Q by multiplication with c in 
each fiber. 
2.1. The rotation group 
The vector bundle Q is homogeneous with respect o the group SO(3) of rota- 
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tions in R 3, in the sense that the mapping (g, q)H(g(e3), gqg- l )  is surjective 
from SO(3) x Qe3 to Q. Here in gqg-1 the element g E SO(3) is viewed as a 
linear transformation from Te3 S to Tg(e3) S. We have that (g, q) and (g', q') have 
the same image if and only if there exists a rotation r about the vertical axis, 
such that g' = g r -1 and q' = r q r -1. Therefore, if we denote by SO(2) the group 
of all rotations about the vertical axis, then Q is isomorphic to the space 
SO(3) ×sow Qe3 of SO(2)-orbits in SO(3) × Qe3, where r E SO(2) acts on 
SO(3) x Qe3 by sending (g, q) to (gr -1, rqr-l).  The projection (g, q)~--~g fac- 
torizes to a projection from SO(3)Xso(2)Qe3 ~ Q onto so(3) / so (2)~-s ,  
which corresponds to the projection 7r : Q ~ S. Here SO(3)/SO(2) is identified 
with S by means of the mapping ~-~g(e3), which is surjective from SO(3) onto S 
and has the SO(2)-orbits as its fibers. The element h E SO(3) acts on Q by 
sending (s, q) to (hs, hqh-1), which corresponds to sending (g, q) to (hg, q). 
For this reason this action is called the left action of h on Q and denoted by Lb. 
The vector bundle Q _~ SO(3) ×so(2) Qe3 is also called the associated SO(3)- 
bundle for the representation r~--~ ( q~--,r q r -1) of SO(2) on the vector space Qe3, cf. 
[5, Section 2.4]. 
Note that if 
( cos  ¢ - sin ¢ "~ 
g = k, sin ¢ cos ¢ ] 
is the rotation in the horizontal plane through the angle ¢, and 
then 
q=(b  ba) '  
a t b I ) 
gqg-~ = b t -a '  ' 
in which a' = (cos 2¢) a - (sin 2~b) b and b' = (sin 2¢) a + (cos 2¢) b. In other 
words, the vector (a', b') is obtained from the vector (a, b) by applying the ro- 
tation in •2 through the angle 2~. 
The R3-valued ifferential form w = q-1 d s is equivariant for the left action 
of SO(3) on Q, in the sense that if h E SO(3), then 
( (Lh)*~)(s,q)(~S, 8q) = Od(hs, hqh-,)(h ~S, ...) 
-: (hqh-1) -1 hiss -- hq -1 6s = h~v(s,q)(iSs , ~q). 
Here 6q E Tq Q, 8s = Tq 7r(~q), and as a slight abuse of notation the element/Ss 
has been tagged along in the notation of 8q. 
2.2. The complex rotation group 
At s = e3 and a nonzero element q of Qe3, 0')(e3,q) sends (Ss, 8q) to the vector 
y = q-1 6s E R 3, such that y3 = 0. If 
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then 
q=(b- -ba)  
q - l=  1 (aba)  
a 2 + b 2 b 
and therefore 
1 1 6sl + i 6s2 
= b~ (a 6sl = - = , Yl a2 + +b6s2) aZ+b2Re[(a ib)(6sl+i6s2)] Re a+ib  
1 1 6sl + i 6sz 
Yz - a2 + bi ( b 6sl - a 6s2) = ~ Re[i ( a - i b) ( 6Sl + i 6s2)] = Re i a + i b 
If we identify Qe3 with C by identifying 
q=(b- -ba)  
with a + i b, and if we write 6s = ¢Sg(e3) with 6g E so(3), then we obtain that the 
pullback ~ of w under the projection from SO(3) × Qe3 to SO(3)x SO(2)Qe3 ~- Q 
is given by 
(2.1) ~(g,q)(6g, 6q) = Re[g2(g, ql(6g, 6q)], 
in which 
1 
(2.2) ~(g,q)(6g, 6q) = q (g-1 o 6g(e3), el + ie2)-g(el -k-ie2). 
Here ~ is an equivariant C3-valued one-form on SO(3)x C \ {0}, which 
moreover is equal to the pull-back of a one-form J2 on Q\0 -  
SO(3) Xso(2) C \ {0} by means of the projection from SO(3) x C \ {0} onto 
Q \ 0. The rotation r about the vertical axis through the angle ~b acts on C by 
means of multiplication by e 12~, because q~rq  r -l corresponds to applying rz 
to the first column of q E Qe3. 
If V is a complex vector space, then a V-valued one-form O on a complex 
manifold P is called a (1, O)-form if, for every p E P, Op is a complex linear 
mapping from Tp P to V. If moreover in local holomorphic oordinates the 
coefficients of O e depend holomorphically on p, then O is called a V-valued 
holomorphic (1, 0)-form on P. If we extend the standard inner product of R 3 to 
the corresponding complex bilinear form on C 3 x C 3, then (2.2) extends to a 
C3-valued holomorphic (1, 0)-form on the complex analytic manifold 
SO(3, C) × C \ {0}, which we also denote by I2. The idea is to introduce a 
closed Lie subgroup B of SO(3, C) with the following properties: 
(i) SO(2) c B. 
(ii) The injections SO(3) ---, SO(3, C) and SO(2) ~ B induce an isomorph- 
ism from Q _~ SO(3) Xso(2) C onto SO(3, C) xn C. 
(iii) ~ is equal to the pull-back of a differential form ~ on SO(3, C) xn C by 
means of the projection ~p : SO(3, C) x 12 ~ SO(3, C) xn C. 
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As a consequence, SO(3, C) ×B C will be a holomorphic complex line bundle 
over the complex one-dimensional complex analytic manifold SO(3, C)/B, 
which must be isomorphic to the complex projective line CP 1 because it is dif- 
feomorphic to the sphere SO(3)/SO(2)__-S. Furthermore, ~2 then is an 
SO(3, C)-equivariant C3-valued holomorphic (1, 0)-form on SO(3, C) ×B C, 
such that Re 12 = w in the identification Q --% SO(3, C) ×B C. 
The condition that ~ = ~*~2 for some ~2 implies that ~ is equal to zero in the 
direction of the B-orbit, which means in view of (2.2) that 
(X(e3), el + ie2) = 0 
for every element X of the Lie algebra b of B. This means that X must be of the 
form 
(2.3) X= 0 , a, bE{2. 
ib 
These are precisely the X E so(3, C) such that X(el + i e2) is equal to a complex 
multiple of el + i e2, where for (2.3) the factor is equal to - i a. For this reason, 
we define B as the set of all b E SO(3, C) such that 
(2.4) b(C (el + ie2)) = C(el + ie2). 
B is a closed complex Lie subgroup of SO(3, C), with Lie algebra lb equal to the 
set of X as in (2.3). 
Let ~r denote the isotropic cone in 12 3, which consists of the z E (;3, such that 
{z, z) = 0. Let N denote the corresponding quadric in the complex projective 
plane, which consists of the {2 z such that z ~ ~r \ {0}. Because el + i e2 ~ 
~r\ {0} and SO(3, C) leaves ~r\{0} invariant, we have a mapping 
g~--~g(C el + i e2)) from SO(3, C) to N, which in view of the definition (2.4) of B 
induces an injective mapping from SO(3, C)/B to N. 
In order to find a natural diffeomorphism cr from N onto S, we write z E 12 3, 
z 7~ 0, as z = x + iy with x, y E •3. Then z E N if and only if (x, x) = (y, y) and 
(x, y )= 0, which implies that IlxAyll = Ilxll 2, where x Ay E R 3 denotes 
the exterior product of x and y. If a, bER,  then (a+ib) (x+iy )= 
ax -  by+ i (bx -  ay) and (ax -  by) A (bx +ay) = (a 2 +b 2) xAy.  For every 
z E ~" \ {0}, we write 
(2.5) a(z) = (x, x ) - lxAy .  
Then a(z) E S and a(cz) = a(z) for every c E C \ {0}, and therefore a : N ~ S 
induces a mapping from N to S, which we also denote by a. This mapping is 
SO(3)-equivariant, and therefore surjective because SO(3) acts transitively on 
S. The mapping is injective. Proof: if c r (x+iy )=a(x '+ iy ' )  and 
x + i y, x' + iy '  E ~-, then both Ilxl1-1 x, Ilyll-ly and IIx'l1-1 x', Ily'l1-1 y'  form 
an orthonormal basis of the same twodimensional linear subspace of R 3 with 
the same orientation. Therefore these are obtained from each other by means of 
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a rotation in this plane, which in turn implies that x' + iy' E C(x + iy). The 
conclusion is that a : N ~ S is a diffeomorphism. 
As a consequence, SO(3) acts transitively on N, which implies that SO(3, C) 
acts transitively on N. We conclude that the mapping gHg(C(el +ie2)) 
induces an isomorphism from SO(3, C)/B onto N-~S.  Because 
o(C (el + ie2)) = e3 and the action o fg  E SO(3) commutes with a, it follows 
also that B f3 SO(3) = SO(2). 
Like O(3), the group 0(3, C) has two connected components, corresponding 
to the sign of the determinant, cf. Chevalley [2, p. 16]. Therefore SO(3, C) is 
connected. Because SO(3, C)/B "~ N "~ S is simply connected, it follows that B 
is connected as well. The definition of B in (2.4) implies that, for every b E B, 
b(el + i e2) = p(b) (el + i e2), in which p is a character of B, a Lie group homo- 
morphism from B to the muliplicative group of the nonzero complex numbers. 
Because B is connected, the character p is determined by the infinitesimal 
character p' : b ~ C, where p'(X) = - ia i fX  is as in (2.3). In the definition of 
Q _~ SO(3) ×so(2) C the action of the rotation r about, the vertical axis through 
the angle ~b on C is by means of multiplication by e 12~. Therefore the inclusions 
SO(3) ~ SO(3, C) and SO(2)~ B lead to a well-defined mapping from 
SO(3) ×so(2) C to SO(3, C) ×n C, if and only if we let act b E B act on C by 
means of multiplication by p(b) -2. The isomorphism SO(3)/SO(2) 
SO(3, C)/B then implies that the mapping from SO(3) ×so(2) C to SO(3, C)× 
BC is an isomorphism of complex line bundles. 
The last property of ~ which has to verified in order that ~ = ~p*Y2 for some 
S2, is that Y2 is invariant under the right action Rb of b E B. We have in view of 
(2.2) that 
Rb*~(g,q)(6g, 6q) = p(b)-2q (bog -1 o6gob-l(e3), el +ie2) .gob-l(el +ie2) 
_-- 1 p(b) 2 (g-I o/Sg o b-l(e3), b-l(el + icE)) .g o b-I (el + ie2) 
q 
1 (g-I o6gob-l(e3), el +ie2).g(el  +ie2) 
q 
=1 (g-I o6gob-l(e3), el +ie2).g(el  +ie2) = ~2(g,q)(6g,~Sq), 
q 
which proves the desired invariance. Here we have used in the first equality that 
(g o b-l)- l= bog -1 and that 6(gob -1) = 6gob -1. In the third equality we 
have used that b -1 (e2 + i e2) = p(b) -1 (el + i e2). In the fourth equality we have 
used that b(e3) is equal to e3 plus a multiple of el + ie2, because the elements of 
b map e3 into C(e l+ ie2) ,  cf. (2.3). Note also that (g-lo6g(el+ie2), 
el + ie2) = 0 because g-1 o 6g is antisymmetric. 
Remark 2.1. We have, forevery g E SO(3, C), that g (el + ie2) E ~/, which im- 
plies in view of (2.2) that Y2, and therefore Y2 as well, takes its values in the iso- 
tropic cone N rather than in C 3. Let C be a complex analytic curve in Q \ 0. Let 
F be the complex analytic curve in C 3 which is obtained by integration of Y2 
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over curves in C, as in (1.4) with w = q-l ds replaced by 12. Then F is an iso- 
tropic curve in the sense that, for every z E F, we have that Tz F E N. (Note 
however that this does not imply that ~ - z E N for every z, ~ E F.) 
Remark 2.2. The group SO(3, C) acts transitively on Q \ 0 ~ SO(3, C) xn C\ 
{0} and C(el + i e2) is the unique one-dimensional complex linear subspace of 
C 3 which is fixed by B. It follows that every SO(3, C)-equivariant C3-valued 
(1, 0)-form on Q \ 0 is equal to a constant multiple of f2. I owe this observation 
to Erik van den Ban. 
2.3. Complex analytic curves in Q 
We now determine the real two-dimensional (immersed) submanifolds C of Q 
such that dw[c - 0, where ~v = Re f2. 
Because of the SO(3)-equivariance of a), we only need to investigate the pro- 
blem which real two-dimensional linear subspaces P of Tq Q are isotropic with 
respect o (dw)q at points q E Qe3, which corresponds to g = I in the identifica- 
tion ofqwith the B-orbit of (g, q) in SO(3, C) x C. It follows from (2.2) that d~ 
is nowhere zero on SO(3, C) x C, which implies that dO is nowhere zero on Q, 
because dR = d(~b* 12) = ~p* (dO), if ~b denotes the projection from SO(3, C) × C 
onto Q _~ SO(3, C) ×s C. Therefore, (d~)q -- 69(1, i, 0), in which 69 is a non- 
zero antisymmetric complex bilinear form on Tq Q. 
If a, b E Tq Q, then 
0 = dwq(a, b) = Red/2q(a, b) = Re(69(a, b)(1, i, 0)) 
¢=~(Re69(a, b) = 0& Re(69(a, b) i) : 0)¢==~69(a, b) : 0. 
Because Tq Q is a two-dimensional complex vector space and O is a nonzero 
antisymmetric omplex bilinear C-valued form on Tq Q, we have that 
69(a, b) = 0 if and only i fa  and b are linearly dependent over C. 
Proposition 2.1. I f  C is a real two-dimensional submanifoM of Q~ then Wlc is 
closed if and only if C is a complex analytic curve in Q. 
I f  M is a smoothly immersed minimal surface in R 3, provided with the complex 
structure which makes the Gauss map n : M ~ S complex analytic, then the 
mapping n' : M ---* Q is also complex analytic. 
Proof. Let P be a real two-dimensional linear subspace of Tq Q. Then d~vp is 
equal to zero on P × P if and only if 691e×e = 0, which is certainly the case if P 
is a one-dimensional complex-linear subspace of Tq Q. Conversely, if 69e× ~' = 0 
and a E P, a ~ 0, then every b E P is a complex multiple of b, which implies 
that P is a complex-linear subspace of Tq Q. Therefore, dwp is equal to zero on 
P x P if and only if P is a one-dimensional complex-linear subspace of Tq Q. 
The second statement follows from the 'only if' part of the first state- 
ment. [] 
Remark 2.3. The (almost) complex structure on Q with the above property is 
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unique up to its sign. Indeed, suppose that J is a complex structure in Tq Q, 
which means that J is a real linear mapping from Tq Q to itself, such that 
,/2 = - I .  Suppose moreover that every one-dimensional complex linear sub- 
space P of Tq Q is also a complex-linear subspace with respect o J, which 
means that J(P) = P. This implies that for every nonzero a E Tq Q there exist 
unique real numbers a = a(a) and ~ = ~(a), depending smoothly on a, such 
that J (a )= a(a)a+13(a)ia = 7(a)a, where we have written 7 (a )= a(a)+ 
~(a) i. Replacing a by a + b such that a and b are linearly independent over C, 
we obtain from J(a + b) = J(a) + J(b) that 7(a + b) (a + b) = 3'(a) a + "r(b) b, 
hence q,(a) = "r(a + b) = "r(b). Because these (a, b) are dense in Tq Q x Tq Q, it 
follows that 7 is a constant. But then j2 = -1  is equal to multiplication by 
means of the constant ,,/2, which implies that "r = + i. This proves that the 
complex structure J on Tq Q, such that the set of the (dw)q-isotropic two-di- 
mensional real linear subspaces of Tq Q is equal to the set of the complex one- 
dimensional linear subspaces with respect to J, is uniquely determined up to its 
sign. 
2.4. The Weierstrass representation 
Let M be an oriented two-dimensional real submanifold of R 3 and x E M. 
Then Tx M has a unique complex structure J~ such that J~ is antisymmetric 
with respect o the Euclidean inner product in Tx M and such that, for every 
nonzero v E Tx M, the pair v, Jx(v) is positively oriented. (In view OfJx 2 = - I ,  
the antisymmetry of Jx is equivalent to the condition that J~ is an orthogonal 
linear transformation.) 
Recall the identity mapping ~:M---, R 3, viewed as an R3-valued smooth 
function on M, which had been used in (1.3). For each x E M, we view the g~3. 
valued one-form a := d~x on Tx M as a linear mapping from Tx M to R 3. There 
is a unique complex-linear mapping ¢x:TxM ~ C a such that, for every 
v E TxM, d~x(v) = Re~x(V). Indeed, if we write b(v) = Im~x(V), then 
v~--~a(v) +ib(v) is complex-linear if and only if i(a(v)+ i b(v)) is equal to 
a(Jx(v) ) + ib(Jx(v)), which in turn is equivalent to a(v) = b(J~(v)) and -b(v) = 
a(J~(v). The second equation implies the first in view of j2  = - I ,  and we ar- 
rive at the conclusion that 
(2.6) ~x := d~x - i dtx o Jx 
is the unique complex-linear mapping ~x : Tx M ~ C 3 such that d~x = Re ~x- 
In other words, there is a unique C3-valued (1, 0)-form • on M, such that 
(2.7) d~ = Re~. 
Remark 2.4. It follows from (2.6) that, for each v E Tx M, the real and ima- 
ginary part of ~x(v) have the same length and are orthogonal to each other, 
which is equivalent to the statement that (~x(v), ~x(V)) = 0. In other words, 
takes its values in the isotropic one N rather than in C a. In turn this implies that, 
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for each x E M, ~x(Tx M) E N, where N is the quadric in the complex projec- 
tive plane defined by the equation (z, z) = 0. 
If M is a minimal surface with nonzero curvature, then M has a unique com- 
plex structure J such that the Gauss map n : M ~ S is complex analytic, where 
we have provided S with the complex structure via the diffeomorphism 
~r : N ~ S defined by (2.5). Note that q = nr(x) reverses the orientation if we 
identify Tx M and Tn(x)S by means of a translation, which means that 
n(x) = -(v,  v) -I v/x Jx(V), if v E Tx M and v ~ 0. The definitions (2.6) and (2.5) 
therefore imply that the Gauss map can be expressed in terms of • by means of 
(2.8) n(x) = tr(~x(TxM)), x E M, 
cf. DHKW [4, (22) on p. 94]. 
It follows from (2.7) and (1.3) that Re~=d~= (n')*~o=(n')*Reg2= 
Re ((n')*g2), which in view of the uniqueness of the complexification f d~ im- 
plies that 
(2.9) • = (n')*O. 
Note that both • and S2 are .~-valued, eL Remark 2.1. Because n r is a holo- 
morphic mapping from M to Q and • is holomorphic on Q \ 0, we recover in 
this way the classical fact that M is a minimal surface if and only if the C 3-valued 
(1, O)-form ~' on M is holomorphic, cf. DHKW [4, Section 2.6 and 3.1]. The 
equation (2.9) implies that all the one-forms ~ on the different minimal manifolds 
M are pull-backs of one and the same canonical C3-valued holomorphic (1, 0)- 
form S2 on thefixed space Q. Only the mapping nr, with which S2 is pulled back, 
varies with the minimal surface. 
Any (1, 0)-form on a one-dimensional complex analytic manifold is holo- 
morphic if and only if it is closed. Suppose that, for any base point x0 E M, we 
have chosen a point z0 E C 3 such that Re z0 = x0. Then we define, for every 
x E M, the point z = z(x) E C 3 by 
(2.10) z=z0+S~' ,  
x0 
in which the integral of the C3-valued one-form • is taken along any smooth 
curve 7 in M which runs from x0 to x. Note that the point z is only unique 
modulo periods ([7], [~]), where [9'] denotes the homology class, in the image of 
H1 (M, 7/) in H1 (M, R), of a closed loop 9' in M and [~] denotes the de Rham 
cohomolgy class of • in Hi,  Rham(M) Q C 3. It follows from (2.7) and Re z0 = x0 
that 
(2.11) Rez(x) = x, x E M, 
which in turn implies that the periods of (2.10) are purely imaginary. The peri- 
ods of (2.10) form an additive subgroup of i  R 3, generated by the (['~j], [~]), if the 
[9"j] generate the image of Hi (M, 7/) in Hi (M, R). 
The z(x), x E M, form a complex analytic curve F in C 3, such that 
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M = ReF.  Here Re : C a ~ R 3 is the projection which sends z = x + iy E C a, 
with x, y E R 3, to its real part x = Rez. We have Tz(x) F = #x(Tx M). It follows 
from Remark 2.4 that the curve F is isotropic in the sense that, for every z E F, 
we have that Tz F E N. 
Conversely, for every isotropic omplex analytic urve F in C 3, the real two- 
dimensional manifold M --- Re F is a minimal surface. This leads to an identi- 
fication between minimal surfaces in R a and isotropic omplex analytic urves 
in C 3. The various representation formulas of IJZeierstrass type, as discussed in 
DHKW [4, Sec. 3.1 and 3.3], consist of constructions of isotropic complex 
analytic curves in C 3. These are obtained by the integration of a suitable com- 
plex analytic function ~b : D ~ C a, where D is an open subset of C, such that, 
for every ( E D, ~b(() ~ 0 and (~b((), ~b(()) = 0. 
Let C be a complex analytic curve in Q \ 0. Let/~ be the complex analytic 
curve in C a which is obtained by integration of Y21c, and let M = Re F be the 
minimal surface in R a, which is obtained by integration of ~Vlc = Re Y2lc. That 
is, F is defined by (1.4), with ~v = q-1 ds replaced by Y2. It then follows from 
C = n'(M) and (2.9) that F is equal to the complex curve in C a which is ob- 
tained from the minimal surface M in R 3 by integration of the Ca-valued holo- 
morphic (1, 0)-form • on M. 
Remark 2.5. Let L be the complex line bundle over N such that the fiber over 
v E N is equal to L~ := (T~ N)*®v, the space of complex linear mappings from 
T, N to v. Here v E N is viewed as an isotropic one-dimensional complex linear 
subspace of C a. If  J denotes the tautological line bundle over N of which the 
fiber over v E N is equal to v, then L = T* N ® J. The line bundle T* N is iso- 
morphic to 0 ( -2 ) .  Because a linear inhomogeneous equation like za = 1 de- 
fines a meromorphic section of J without zeros and with two poles, J is also 
isomorphic to O(-2) ,  and therefore L is isomorphic to (9(-4). Cf. Griffiths and 
Harris [8, Chapter 1, Section 1]. 
On L we have the canonical Ca-valued holomorphic (1, 0)-form A defined by 
A~ := A o T~Tr. 
Here the first A in the right hand side is viewed as a complex linear mapping 
from T, N to v c C a, where v = 7r(A) E N. 
Let M be a minimal surface and 
4~ := tr -1 o n: x~--,#x(Tx M), 
cf. (2.8), be the Gauss map viewed as a holomorphic map from M to N. Assume 
that M has no flat points, which means that ~b is a local diffeomorphism. Then, 
for each x E M, 
~(x) := #x o (T~ $)-I 
is a complexl inear mapping from TC,(x)N to Jc,(x). This leads to a holomorphic 
immersion ~b : M ~ L, which is a lift of the Gauss map ~b, in the sense that 
7r o ~ = ~. Moreover, it follows from 
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(~*A) x= A.~(x) oTx~= ~p(x) o T~(x) 7r o Tx49= c~(x) o Txq~ : ~x 
for every x E M that ~*A = ~. This implies in turn that the holomorphic urve 
F in C 3, which is obtained by integration of • over M, is also obtained by in- 
tegration of the canonical (1, 0)-form A of L over the immersed curve ~(M) in 
L. 
Recall that F is also obtained by integration of g2 over the holomorphic curve 
n'(M) in Q, where the difference is that the lift ~ of 0 involves the inverse of 
Tx ~b, and therefore the inverse of the derivative of the Gauss map, rather than 
the derivative of the Gauss map. 
For any u E N and any nonzero A E Lv, there is a unique q = I(A) E Q~(v) 
such that 
3"2q = )to (Tuo-)-lo Tq 7r. 
This defines an anti-isomorphism I : L \ 0 ~ Q \ 0, where both L \ 0 and Q \ 0 
are viewed as principal fiber bundles for the multiplicative group of the non- 
zero complex numbers. Here the word anti-isomorphism eans that I o c = 
c -1 o I if c denotes the multiplication in the fibers with a nonzero complex 
number c. The fact that Q \ 0 is anti-isomorphic to L \ 0 implies that Q is iso- 
morphic to O(4), a fact which will be verified in a different way in the text pre- 
ceding Remark 2.10. 
Because 71"Q o I = a a 7rL, we have Tq 71 o Ta I = T~ a o T~ 7r, and therefore 
~I(A) o Ta I = A o (T~ a)-I o TI(,~) 7r o Tx I = A o Tx 7r = Ax, 
which means that I* g2 = A. In this way L \ 0 with the canonical one-form A and 
Q \ 0 with the one-form ~ are (anti-)isomorphic to each other. It is also clear 
that, if M is a minimal surface as above, then n' = I o ~b. 
I learned these observations from Anthony Small, who also explained to me 
how the construction with the line bundle L can be generalized to minimal 
surfaces in R n with n _> 3. 
Remark 2.6. Hitchin [10] indicated a relation between minimal surfaces in R 3 
and holomorphic urves in the tangent bundle of the complex projective line, 
which is isomorphic to 0(2). This has been further elucidated by Small [22, 
Section 3]. It might be worthwile to investigate the relationship between this 
construction and the one of this paper. 
2.5. SL(2, C) 
For computations, the group SL(2, C), of all complex 2 x 2-matrices with de- 
terminant equal to one, is easier to work with than the complex rotation group 
SO(3, C). The element g E SL(2, C) acts on its Lie algebra ~I(2, C) oftraceless 
complex 2 x 2-matrices by means of the conjugation Ad g : X ~-~ g X g-l.  
I f  we use the identification 
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ix3 ix1 - x2 ~ C3. 
(2.12) .~(x)= ix l+x2 --ix3 ,]' XE 
of C 3 with ~t(2, C), then 
(2.13) trace(~(x) ~(y)) = -2 Ix  , Y/, x, y E C 3. 
Because the trace is invariant under conjugation, it follows that the adjoint 
representation (= the action on the Lie algebra by means of conjugation) 
defines a Lie group homomorphism Ad : SL(2, C) ~ SO(3, C). 
Because ad = Tl Ad is injective, the adjoint representation is a covering map 
from SL(2, C) onto a subgroup of SO(3, C) of the same dimension as SL(2, C). 
Because both SO(3, C) and SL(2, C) are complex 3-dimensional nd SO(3, C) 
is connected, it follows that Ad(SL(2, C)) = SO(3, C). Because the kernel of 
the adjoint representation of SL(2, C) is equal to {+I}, the adjoint rep- 
resentation defines a two-fold covering from SL(2, C) onto SO(3, C), or 
equivalently an isomorphism 
(2.14) AO: SL(2, C)/{+I} -% so(a, C). 
Lemma 2.2. Ad -l (B) is equal to the group L of all lower triangular matrices in 
SL(2, C). The homomorphisms Ad : SL(2, C) --* SO(3, C) and Ad : L ~ B in- 
duce an isomorphism 
(2.15) SL(2, C) ×L C-% SO(3, C) xn C-~ Q, 
if we let act the element 
g=(a  l~a) 
on C by means of multiplication by a 4. The pull-back of 12 under (2.15) is an 
equivariant C3 "~ ~(2, C)-valued (1, O)-form on SL(2, C) xz C \ {0}, which we 
also denote by ~2. Its pull-back to SL(2, C) x C \ {0} is given by 
(2.16) ~(g,q)(6g, 6q) = i trace(g_16g y) " g y g-1, 
q 
inwh ichY :=~(e l+ ie2)=(Oi  00). 
Proof. Letg E SL(2, C). Theng yg-1 = p y for some p E C if and only if 
g=(a  l~a) 
for some a E C \ {0} and b E C, in which case p = a -2. This proves the first 
statement. 
In the definition of SO(3, C) xn C, the element b E B acts on C by means of 
multiplication by p-2, if b (el + ie2)= p(el + i e2). This implies the second 
statement. 
For the proof of (2.16), we recall the definition (2.2) of 12 on 
SO(3, C) xs C \ {0}. The infinitesimal ction of 
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i°i) X=g-16g= ( a ha) on~(e3)= (0 
is equal to the commutator 
0 -2 ib )  
X°~(e3)-~(ea)°X= 2ic 0 
of X and ~(e3). 
Its product with Y is equal to (4b ~), of which the trace divided by -2, cor- 
responding to the inner product in (2.10), is equal to -2b. On the other hand the 
trace of X Y is equal to 2 i b, which multiplied by i yields -2b, which completes 
the proof of(2.16). [] 
Remark 2.7. In view of (2.13), the isotropic cone ~r of the x c C 3 such that 
(x, x) = 0 corresponds to the set of X E ~(2, C) such that trace(X 2) = 0, 
which are precisely the nilpotent elements in ~(2, C). Note that the element Y
in (2.16) is nilpotent. In other words, the ~I(2, C)-valued one-form ~2 on 
SL(2, C) xL C actually takes its values in the nilpotent cone in d[(2, C). 
The element g E SL(2, C) acts on the complex projective line CP l by sending 
the one-dimensional complex linear subspace l of C 2 to g(l). If e2 denotes the 
second standard basis vector in C 2 and / -- C e2, then g(l) = l if and only if 
g E L. Because the action of SL(2, C) on CP 1 is transitive, the mapping ~ g(l) 
induces a isomorphism from SL(2, C)/L onto CP 1. This leads to an identifica- 
tion of 
(i) the unit sphere S -~ SO(3)/SO(2) in ~3, 
(ii) the quadric N _~ SO(3, C)/B in the complex projective plane, and 
(iii) the complex projective line CP 1 ~- SL(2, C)/L 
with each other. 
The standard projective coordinate in the neighborhood CP l \ {C el } of C e2 
in CP 1, is obtained by sending u E C to the coset gB E SL(2, C)/L of g, where 
g = (10 ~). The mapping which sends (u, q) E C 2 to the L-orbit of (g, q) E 
SL(2, C) x C is the corresponding local trivialization of the complex line bun- 
dle Q. 
We obtain that g-1 6g = (~ ~0 u), the product of which with Y has trace equal 
to 2 i 6u. Furthermore 
(2iu -2 iu  2) (1 u 2, 
(2.17) gyg- l= \ 2i -2 iu  =Z(x) ,  x= -- i ( l+u2) ,2u) .  
It follows that, in the (u, q)-coordinates on Q, 
(2.18) g2 =---~2 du (1 -  u2, i (1 + u2), 2u). 
q 
Recall that w is equal to the real part of (2.18). 
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Remark 2.8. Suppose that the complex curve C is locally equal to the graph of 
a complex analytic function q = q(u), in which u is the coordinate on CP m 
which has been used in (2.18). If we write ~'(u) = -2/q(u), then (2.18) coincides 
with the representation f rmula of Weierstrass, which is given in DHKW [4, 
p.l13]. 
However, the formula (2.18) is more explicit, because of the interpretation f 
the variable u as an analytic oordinate of the unit sphere, a coordinate for the 
image of the Gauss map, whereas q represents he second order contact of the 
minimal surface M, if C = n'(M) and M is obtained from C by means of in- 
tegration of ~1 c = D I c. 
Remark 2.9. It follows from (2.17) that 
~(Cg yg- l )  = (1 + u, 2 + u22) -1 (-2Ul, -2u2, 1 - Ul 2 - u22), u = Ul + iu2, 
in which cr denotes the isomorphism from the quadric N in the complex pro- 
jective plane to the unit sphere S as defined in (2.5). The right hand side is the 
formula for the stereographic projection from the plane to the unit sphere 
minus the south pole -e3, but with a reversed orientation. The reversal of the 
orientation corresponds to the reversal of orientation of the derivative of the 
Gauss map. 
The standard projective coordinate in the coordinate neighborhood of the 
missing point is obtained by sending vE C to the coset h B E SL(2, C)/L of g, 
whereh=(°  1 lv) . I fg=(0 t i) andk=(~ l~a) , thenhk=gi fand°n ly i fa= 
1/u and b = u. Because (g," q) ~md (h, a 4 q') are in the same L-orbit in SL(2, C)× 
C, they define the same point in SL(2, C) xL C -~ Q, which means that 
(2.19) (u, q)H (u-', u-4q) 
is the corresponding coordinate transformation (=retrivialization) of Q. The 
complex line bundle Q can be constructed byglueing two copies of C 2 together 
on (C \ {0}) x C by means of the mapping (2.19). 
As a consequence, the global holomorphic sections of Q are of the form 
q =J~(u) where f0 is a polynomial of degree four, cf. Section 3.4. In other words, 
the Chern number or degree of the holomorphic line bundle Q over CP 1 is 
equal to four, or Q _~ O(4), cf. Griffiths and Harris [8, pp. 144, 145]. 
Remark 2.10. The description with SL(2, C) leads to an easy determination f 
the automorphism group of the complex line bundle B. Let ~/i be an auto- 
morphism of the complex line bundle Q, in the sense that • is a complex ana- 
lytic diffeomorphism onQ which maps each fiber to another fiber by means of a 
complex linear mapping. Viewing the fibers as the points of the base space CP l, 
this leads to a complex analytic diffeomorphism ~ on CP 1. It is known that 
each such ~ is equal to the action of an element g of SL(2, C), where g is 
uniquely determined up to it sign. See Griftiths and Harris [8, p. 64]. Let ~0 be 
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equal to the composition of~/i and the left action ofg -1 on Q _ SL(2, C) xL C. 
Then ~0 maps each fiber of Q to itself by means of multiplication by a nonzero 
complex number, which depends in a complex analytic fashion on the base 
point in CP 1. Because CP l is compact, it follows from the maximum principle 
that this function is a constant. 
We conclude that the automorphism group of the complex line bundle Q is 
equal to (SL(2, C) /+I)  x (C \ {0}), where the action of the element c of the 
multiplicative group C \ {0} is equal to multiplication by c in the fibers. Via the 
isomorphisms (2.14) and (2.15), we obtain the equivalent statement that the 
automorphism group of the complex line bundle Q is equal to the Cartesian pro- 
duct of the left action of SO(3, C) and the multiplications by nonzero complex 
numbers on the fibers. 
Recall that the equivariance of Y2 under the left action of SO(3, C) says that if 
Lg denotes the left action of g E SO(3, C) on Q \ 0, then Lg Y2 = g Y2, where in 
the right hand side we let act g on the values in C 3 of Y2. On the other hand the 
multiplication by c E C \ {0} in the fibers of Q \ {0} sends g2 to c -1 S2, cf. (2.2). 
Remark 2.11. Let M be a minimal surface in R 3 and let C = n'(M) be the cor- 
responding complex analytic urve in Q. The left action o fg  E SO(3, C) maps 
C to the analytic urve Lg(C), and we obtain a corresponding minimal surface 
gM in R 3 by integrating 0v over Lg(C). If g E SO(3), then it follows from the 
SO(3)-equivariance of w that gM = g(M), which is obtained from M by apply- 
ing the rotation g in R 3. (As usual, we work modulo translations of the minimal 
surface.) I fg  E SO(3, C) but g~ SO(3), then the relation between M and gM is 
less straighforward. The best one can say is that if F is the isotropic complex 
analytic urve in C 3 such that M = Re F, where F is obtained by means of in- 
tegration of g2[c, then the SO(3, C)-equivariance of Y2 implies that 
gM = Re(g(F)). 
The action of multiplication by c E C \ {0} on the fibers of Q maps the com- 
plex analytic urve C in Q to the complex analytic urve c C in Q. If c E R, then 
the minimal surface which is obtained by integrating w = q-1 ds over c C is 
equal to the c -1 M, a homothetic or reflected homothetic image of the minimal 
surface M if c > 0 or c < 0, re.spectively. 
If on the other hand c = e 1~, q~ E R, then the minimal surfaces obtained by 
integrating ~o over c C form a circle of minimal surfaces, which is called the fa- 
mily of minimal surfaces which is associated toM, cf. DHKW [4, p. 96, 97]. If F is 
the isotropic omplex analytic urve in C 3 such that M -- Re F, then the mini- 
[ 
are mal surfaces associated to M the Re|e-"  I I, E R. The minimal surface 
Re(i F) is called the adjoint surface of M, cf. DHKW [4, p. 91]. 
x / 
Remark 2.12. A natural compactification Q (in algebraic geometry called 
completion) of Q arises as the CP 1 bundle over SL(2, C)/L ~ CP 1, which is 
defined by 
(2.20) Q=SL(2 ,  C )×LCP l, 
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in which (~ ~a) E L acts on CP 1 by sending C (q, r) to 0 (a 4 q, r), which is the 
\ / 2 projective action of the linear transformation (~ 0) on C .  Actually, the second 
order contact bundle of minimal surfaces "in -~3 modulo translations, is 
naturally defined as Q rather than as Q. The addition to Q of the points of Q \ Q 
at infinity corresponds to the allowance of singularities of the minimal surface 
at which the Gauss curvature tends to -cx~. 
The bundle Q can be identified with the  four th  H i rzebruch  surface,  cf. Barth, 
Peters and Van de Ven [1, p. 141]. In Hirzebruch [9], the complex surface E, has 
been introduced as the algebraic subvariety of CP 1 × CP 2, which is defined by 
the equation ql ul n - q2 u2 n = 0, if [ul : u2] and [q0 : ql : q2] denote the projec- 
tive coordinates in CP 1 and CP 2, respectively. The projection to [Ul : u2] ex- 
hibits En as a CP l bundle over CP 1. We may regard the subset where 
ql = q2 = 0 as the section at infinity. I f  we delete this, then we obtain a complex 
line bundle over CP 1. Over the [Ul : u2] with Ul ¢ 0, this complex line bundle 
has the trivialization (u, q) ~-} ([1 : u], [q : u ~ : 1]), and over the [ul : u2] with 
u2 ~ 0, it has the trivialization (v, r) ~-* (Iv : I], [r : 1 : vn]). The image points 
are the same if and only if v = u-I and r = u -n q, which is the retrivialization 
(2.19) i fn = 4. 
Because there is a polynomial embedding from CP 1 x CP 2 onto an algebraic 
subvariety o fCP  4, cf. Shafarevich [21, p. 43], it follows that Q ~ E4 is a complex 
projective variety. 
Remark 2.13. The identification (2.12) ofC 3 with d[(2, C) has been chosen such 
that we have x E R 3 if and only if Z(x) is an anti-selfadjoint 2 × 2-matrix. These 
matrices form the Lie algebra of the special unitary group SU(2), the group of 
unitary 2 × 2-matrices with determinant equal to one. The group SU(2) is a so- 
called compact real form of SL(2, C). We have that SU(2) is diffeomorphic to 
the unit sphere in R 4, hence simply connected, and the two-fold covering 
Ad : SU(2) ~ SO(3) is the classical way of exhibiting SU(2) as the universal 
covering of SO(3), cf. [5, Section 1.2.B]. 
LA  SU(2)is equal to the group U(1) of the matrices g= (0 l~a) such that 
a E C and la I = 1. I fa  = e i¢, then Adg is equal to the rotation about the ver- 
tical axis through the angle ~b = 2~b. It follows that Ad U(1) = SO(2), where the 
doubling of the angle expresses that the adjoint representation is a two-fold 
covering. The homomorphisms Ad : SU(2) ~ SO(3) and Ad : U(1) ~ SO(2) 
induce an isomorphism from SU(2)/U(1) onto SO(3)/SO(2) -~ S, which leads 
to still another model for the unit sphere S. 
3. SOME APPL ICAT IONS 
In this section we discuss some applications of the correspondence b tween 
minimal surfaces M in R 3 and complex analytic urves C in Q. We will restrict 
our attention to the case that M is smoothly immersed in R 3, although it would 
have been natural to also allow branch points, even with infinite curvature (in 
which case C is a curve in the compactification Q of Q). 
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3.1. Flat points 
Let M be a smoothly immersed, connected and non-fiat minimal surface in R s. 
Then the set M0 of points in M where the curvature vanishes is a closed subset 
of M, consisting of isolated points. Because the Gauss map n = 7r o n is a local 
diffeomorphism on M \ M0, it follows that the mapping n' is an immersion 
from M \ M0 to a smooth (immersed) analytic urve C in Q \ 0 which intersects 
the fibers of the projection 7r : Q ~ S transversally. 
If  we use the orientation on M which makes the Gauss map orientation pre- 
serving and provide M with the corresponding complex structure, cf. Section 
2.4, then n' is a complex analytic mapping from M to Q, where x0 E M0 if and 
only if n'(xo) belongs to the zero section of Q. Let x0 E M0 and let z~-~ x(z), 
z E D be a holomorphic (= isothermal) coordinate in an open neighborhood of
x0 in M. Here D = {z E C [ [z I < ,} is a disk around the origin in the complex 
plane and x(0) = x0, which means that z = 0 corresponds to the point x0. By 
means of a rotation in R 3 we can arrange that n(xo) = e3. If we use the (u, q)- 
trivialization of Q over S \ {-e3} as in (2.30), cf. also Remark 2.9, then 
z~--,n'(x(z)) corresponds to a pair of complex analytic functions z~--~ u(z), 
z~ q(z) on D, where u(z) is the u-coordinate of the Gauss map. Note that 
u(0) = 0 because n(xo) = e3 and q(0) = 0 because the curvature of M is equal to 
zero at x0. The pull-back of ~ under the mapping z ~ n'(x(z)) is equal to 
(3.1) ~]c -2  (1 u(z) 2, i (1 + : - 
cf. (2.18). Recall that M is obtained from C by means of integration of 
~v = Re I2 over C, hence by means of integration of the real part of (3.1) over the 
disc D in the z-plane. 
Remark 3.1. The formula (3.1) can be identified with the Enneper-Weierstrass 
representation formula as in DHKW [4, (7) on p. 108], if we take v(z) = u(z) and 
#(z) = -4u'(z)/q(z).  However in contrast with our situation, it is assumed in 
the Enneper-Weierstrass representation formula that # is holomorphic, v is 
meromorphic, and/z v 2 is holomorphic on a simply connected omain in C. 
Because M is not flat, the function u(z) is not equal to a constant and also q is 
not constantly equal to zero. It follows that there are positive integers k and l 
such that 
(3.2) 
0 < i < k =~ u (i) (0) = O, U (k) (0) # 0 
0 < j < I ::> q(/)(0) = 0, q(t)(0) # O. 
and 
An equivalent condition is that u(z)/z ~ and q(z)/z t extend to an analytic func- 
tion ~ and ~ on D, respectively, such that ~(0) = u(k)(O)/k! # 0 and ~(0) = 
q(t)(O)/l! # O. 
Because for finite nonzero d z the correponding tangent vector d x of M has a 
finite and nonzero limit as z--* 0, we obtain from (3.1) that necessarily 
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1 = k - 1. Conversely, if l = k - 1, then the pull-back of ~2 by means of the 
mapping z~ n'(x(z)) is holomorphic and nonzero at z = 0, which implies that 
(3.1) defines a smooth piece of a minimal surface. 
The number k in (3.2) is the local mapping degree of the Gauss map at the 
point x0. For s E S close to e3 there are k points x close to x0 such that n(x) = s, 
and the curvature is not equal to zero at each of these points x. 
It also follows from (3.2) that the local piece of the curve C intersects the zero 
section 0 of Q at (e3, 0) with multiplicity equal to/ ,  and the fiber with multi- 
plicity equal to k. Our case, the intersection multiplicity with the fiber is one 
more than the intersection multiplicity with the zero section, corresponds to a 
fiat point of a smoothly immersed minimal surface. 
3.2. Flat points at infinity 
It follows from the Puiseux theory that a subset C in the (u, q)-space near the 
origin is equal to the image of a complex analytic map z ~ (u(z), q(z)) which 
satisfies (3.2), if and only if it is equal to the zeroset of an analytic function 
f (u,  q) such that f (0,  0) = 0 andf  has neither u nor q as a factor, cf. Lojasiewicz 
[16, p. 173]. In other words, if and only if C in a neighborhood U of (e3, 0) in Q 
is equal to a one-dimensional complex analytic subset of Q, which contains 
(e3, 0) but does not contain the intersection with U of the zero section or the 
fiber Qe3. 
Recall that, at (e3, 0), the intersection umber of C with the fiber, which is 
equal to the local mapping degree of the restriction to C of the projection 
7r : Q ~ S, is equal to k, whereas the intersection umber of C with the zero 
section is equal to/.  C is smooth at (e3, 0) i fk  = 1 or l = 1. We have concluded 
at the end of Section 3.1 that (e3, 0) corresponds to a finite limit point x0 of a 
minimal surface M if and only if l < k - 1, with equality if and only if M is 
smooth at x0. Note that l = k - 1 implies that C is tangent o the fiber, even if 
k > 3, when C has a singular point at (e3, 0). 
We assume from now on that l > k, and study the behaviour of the immersed 
minimal surface M in R 3 which is obtained by integration of o; = Re f2 over 
C \ {(e3, 0)}. If  l _> k, then (3.1) has a convergent Laurent series of the form 
~i>_o z-I+k-l+i d z ci, with C3-valued coefficients C i and 
2k~(O) (1, i, O) ~ O. (3.3) co = ~(0) 
Its integral therefore has a convergent expansion of the form 
l -k -1  z-l+k+i ~ 2-l+k+ j 
(3.4) a + E - I  + k + i ci --~ (logz) ct-k + ~ -1 + k + j  cj, 
i=0  j=l-k+l 
where a E C 3 is a constant, and the finite sum of the poles is absent if l --- k. In 
particular the immersed minimal surface M, obtained by integrating the real 
part of (3.1), tends to infinity when l > k. 
The multi-valuedness of the logarithm leads to a period vector 
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(3.5) p = Re(27ri Ct-k) E ~3, 
which is a nonzero vector in the horizontal plane when 1 = k. If  l > k, then it 
can happen that p = 0. 
Let I > k. I f z  remains in a sector 0 < [z I < e, al < argz < a2, then the term 
in (3.4) with i = 0 dominates, and it follows that the image is asymptotically 
equal to the graph of a function x3 =f (y )  over a domain in the y = (Xl, x2)- 
plane which asymptotically (for e J. 0) is close to a sector with IlYll larger than a 
constant imes (1/e) l-k and angle (1 -  k ) (a2-  al). I f  (1 -  k) (~2- Otl) ~" 27r, 
then the function f has to be interpreted as a multi-valued function on the 
overlap. The gradient o f f  converges to zero if LlYll --' c~ in the sector. 
If  the period vector p in (3.5) is equal to zero, thenf (y )  returns to the same 
value after y has made l - k turns in the sector, which forces M to have self- 
intersections along real one-dimensional curves if l - k > 1. If p ~ 0, then a 
local piece U of M will return to U + p when y, with large IlYlI, has made l - k 
turns in the plane. The number l - k is called the spinning number of the end at 
infinity ofM i fp = 0, cf. Hoffman and Karcher [11, (2.16) on p. 20]. We will use 
this name for l - k also in the case that the period vector p is not equal to zero. 
Note that if there is no periodicity, then the end at infinity is embedded, if and only 
if the spinning number is equal to one. 
The leading term in the asymptotic expansion fo r f (y )  as y runs to infinity in 
the sector is equal to a nonzero constant times log IlYlI, if for each 0 < i < l - k 
the third component of Cr is equal to zero, but the real part of the third com- 
ponent of Ct-k is not equal to zero. In all other cases, f (y) converges to a con- 
stant as y runs to infinity in the sector. In the literature, where one assumes that 
the period vector p is equal to zero, the end is calledflat or planar if f (y) con- 
verges to a constant, and ofcatenoid type if f (y) has logarithmic growth, cf. 
DHKW [4, p. 198]. 
If l = k, (when the period vector p in (3.5) is always nonzero) then the mini- 
mal surface image of the sector 0 < Iz[ < e, al < argz < a2 lies over a subset of 
the y-plane which is asymptotic to a half strip with width equal to Ic01 (~2 - ~) ,  
at a distance to the origin equal to [Co[ log(l/e). Over it, the funct ionf(y)  con- 
verges to the real part of the third component of a as y runs to infinity. 
Now assume conversely that M is a smoothly immersed nonflat minimal sur- 
face in R 3. For M, we introduce the following conditions. 
(i) M is given by means of a smooth conformal immersion from the punc- 
tured disc Dp \ {0} to R 3, where Dp = {z E C I Izl < P}. The orientation of M 
can be chosen such that, if n(x) denotes the corresponding normal to M at x, 
the pull-back zHn(e(z)) of the Gauss mapping by means of e is a complex 
analytic mapping from Dp \ {0} to the Riemann sphere S. It follows that n ~ o e 
is a complex analytic mapping from Dp \ {0} to Q, cf. Proposition 2.1. 
(ii) In order to allow for periodicity, as should be done according to DHKW 
[4, p. 196], we allow that e is multi-valued. However, we will assume that if 
x = e(z) has moved to ~ when z has run around the origin once in Dp \ {0}, in 
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the positive direction, then n(x) = n(~) and n'(~) = n'(x). In other words, if we 
write p = ~ - x, then the translate M + p of M osculates M at ~. This assump- 
tion is equivalent to the condition that z H n'(e(z)) is a single-valued complex 
analytic mapping from Dp \ {0} to Q. In the latter ease the integral ofw over the 
image has p as a period, which means that actually M + p = M. 
(iii) There exists 0 < a _< r such that the image {n(e(z)) I z E O~ \ {0}} of the 
Gauss map misses at least three points of S. 
(iii') For any 0 < a < p, the integral of the Gaussian curvature K over 
e(D~)/7/p is finite. 
(iv) If-y : [0, oo[~ D o \ {0} is a C l curve such that limt-.oo -y(t) = 0, then the 
curve t H e(7(t)) in R 3 has infinite Euclidean length. 
Lemma 3.1. The following conditions (a), (b), and (c) are equivalent. 
(a) Let Co denote the image n' o e(D~ \ {0}) of the minimal surface 
M~ = e(D~ \ {0}) under the mapping n' : Ma ~ Q Then there exists 0 < a < p 
such that Ca, after adding a point qo on the zero section of Q~ is equal to the germ at 
qo of a complex one-dimensional analytic subset C of Q~ where the intersection 
number k of C at qo with the fiber is less than or equal to the intersection number l 
of C at qo with the zero section. 
(b) (i) & (ii) & (iii') & (iv). 
(c) (i) & (ii) & (iii) & (iv). 
Proof. For the a) ==~ b) we only need to prove that (iii') follows from the 
description of C. Note that M is obtained by means of integration of w over 
C \ {q0}, which implies that n(e(z)) converges to q0 when z ~ 0. The Gaussian 
curvature K is equal to minus the Jacobi determinant of the Gauss map 
n : M ~ S, if we provide M and S with the Euclidean on-oriented area forms 
d2 x and d2 s, respectively. Furthermore the restriction to C of the projection 
7r : Q ~ S has local mapping degree qual to k. It therefore follows that 
(3.6) f K(x) d2x = -k  area(U), 
n -I (U) f~ M/Zp  
if U is a small open neighborhood of q0 in S and we take the pre-image n-l(U) 
of U under the Gauss map in M. If the period vector p in (3.5) is nonzero, then 
M is taken modulo the translates over integral multiples of p. Because 
limz~0 n(e(z)) = qo, there exists 0 < r < a such that O~ \ {0}(n o e)-l(U), 
which in view of (3.6) implies that the integral of K over e(D~ \ {0})/Zp is finite. 
Because the integral of K over e(D~ \ D~)/Zp is obviously finite, the conclusion 
(iii') follows. 
If (iii') holds then the integral of K over e(D~ \ {0})/Zp converges to zero as 
a ~ 0. The argument for (3.6) implies that the area of n o e(D~ \ {0}) is less 
than or equal to -k  times the integral of K over e(Do \ {O})/Zp, which implies 
that there exists 0 < cr < r such that the area ofn o e(Do \ {0}) is strictly smal- 
ler than 47r, the area of S. This implies iii), and therefore we have proved that (b) 
=~ (c). 
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Now assume that c) holds. Using the great Picard theorem, cf. Conway [3, p. 
300], we obtain from iii) that n(e(z)) extends to a complex analytic mapping 
from D to S. (I learned this argument from Osserman [18, p. 397].) By means of 
a rotation in R 3, we can arrange that the limit point limz--.0 n(c(z)) is equal to e3. 
Using the trivialization of the bundle Q over S \ {-e3} by means of the (u, q)- 
coordinates in (2.18), the mapping z H n'(e(z)) : D \ {0} ~ Q is represented by 
two complex analytic functions u(z) and q(z) on D \ {0}, where u(z) extends to 
a complex analytic function on D such that u(0) = 0. 
If 0 < ~r < p, then there is a/5 > 0 such that, for each z E D~ \ {0}, the dis- 
tance d(e(z)) from x = e(z) to the boundary of M is larger than or equal to/5. 
Here d(x) is defined as the infinmum of the Euclidean length of smooth curves 
in M which start at x and leave every compact subset of M. A theorem of Os- 
serman [17] implies that if in a part M0 of a smoothly immersed minimal sur- 
face the Gauss map avoids a neighborhood of a point on S, and the distance to 
the boundary of M is bounded in M0, then the Gaussian curvature K is boun- 
ded on M0. In view of (1.2), it follows therefore from (iii) and (iv) that the 
function q(z) is bounded on D~ \ {0}, and therefore it extends to a complex 
analytic function on D, which we denote with the same letter. 
The minimal surface immersion c(z) is found back from (u(z), q(z)) E Q by 
means of integration of the real part of (3.1). Because (z) cannot have a finite 
limit as z ~ 0 in view of (iv), it follows that q(0) = 0 and that (3.2) holds with 
I _> k. This shows that (c) ==* (a) and we have proved the equivalence of (a), (b) 
and (c). [] 
We will say that M has aflat point at infinity if any of the equivalent conditions 
(a), (b), (c) in Lemma 3.1 is satisfied. (We apologize for the collision of this ter- 
minology with the distinction between fiat and catenoid ends at infinity. In our 
terminology both types of ends correspond to fiat points at infinity.) Lemma 3.1 
says that the condition (iii) can be replaced by (iii'). Moreover, if M satisfies (i), 
(ii), (iii) and (iv), then Lemma 3.1 implies that we have the seemingly much 
stronger asymptotic expansions for M as described after (3.4). 
3.3. Algebraic curves 
We now turn to a global version of the conditions i), ii) in Section 3.2. We define 
a smoothly immersed minimal surface in R 3 offinite topological type as a multi- 
valued smooth minimal surface immersion e : D \ Do~ ~ R 3, with the following 
properties. 
(i) D is a compact Riemann surface and Do~ is a finite subset of D, possibly 
empty. If we provide the immersed minimal surface M with the complex 
structure such that the Gauss mapping is a complex analytic mapping n from 
M to the Riemann sphere S, then n o e is a complex analytic mapping from 
D \ Do~ to S. In turn this implies that n t o e is a complex analytic mapping from 
D \ Do~ to Q, cf. Proposition 2.1. 
(ii) In order to allow for periodicity, the mapping emay be multi-valued in 
the following way. If ,y : [0, 1] ---D \Do¢ is a curve in D \ Do~ such that 
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"/(1) = 7(0) and e(7(t)) has moved from x to ~ as t runs from 0 to 1, then 
n('~) = n(x) and n'(~) = n~(x). This assumption is equivalent o the condition 
that nPoe is a single-valued mapping from D\Do~ to Q. The image 
n I o e(D \ D~) therefore is a complex analytic curve C in Q and the minimal 
surface M is obtained by means of integration of Wlc = Re f2[c. If P denotes 
the corresponding set of periods, which is an additive subgroup of R 3, and 
~b -- ~c ~ is the reconstruction map : C ~ M/P  of Section 1.2, then ~b o (n' o e) 
is a single-valued mapping from D \ D~ to R3/P, which is the single-valued 
realization of e. Note that P is generated by the (['ri], [(n' o e)*a;]), where [7i] 
runs over a set of generators of the image of HI (D \ D~, Z) in H1 (D \ D~, R). 
I f  C is a germ at q of an analytic subset of Q, then a component of C at q is 
defined as a set of the form A tO {q}, in which A is a connected component of 
B M (C \ {q}) and B is a small ball around q in Q. We also recall the compacti- 
fication Q of Q, the CPl-bundle Y]4 over  CP l, introduced in Remark 2.12. 
Proposition 3.2. Let ~ : D \ D~ ~ M/P  be a smoothly immersed nonflat mini- 
mal surface in R 3, modulo its periods, of finite topological type. Assume moreover 
that, for every e E D~ and small disc D(e) around e in D, elD(e) is a flat point at 
infinity. Then, if we add to nt o E(D \ Doo) the finitely many limit points q(e), 
e E Do~, on the zero section 0 = Oe of Q, we obtain a complex algebraic urve C in 
Q with the following properties. 
(a) C c O. 
(b) For every q E C \ 0q, every component of Cat q is smooth and transversal 
to the fiber through q of zr : Q ~ S. 
(c) I f  q E C M Oq, then each component of C at q has intersection umber k 
with the fiber through q and intersection number I with O Q, where l > k - 1. 
The components of C at points of C fq 0 e such that l >_ k correspond bijectively to 
the points of D~, or the flat points at inifinity. The others correspond to the finite 
flat points of M/P.  
Conversely, if C is an algebraic urve in Q such that a), b), c) hold, then it arises 
from a minimal surface M/P  of finite topological type and with flat points at in- 
finity as above, where M/P  is obtained from C by means of integration of 
wit = Re S21c. 
Proof. The assumptions on c imply that n' o E extends to a complex analytic 
mapping from D to Q, Its image C is a compact subset of Q, and it follows from 
Lemma 3.1 that C is an analytic subset of Q. Because Q is a complex projective 
variety, cf. Remark 2.12, and Chow's theorem states that every complex analy- 
tic subset of a complex projective space is algebraic, cf. Griffiths and Harris [8, 
p. 167], the conclusion is that C is a complex algebraic curve in Q, which 
moreover satisfies (a). The properties (b) and (c) follow from the discussion in 
Section 3.1 and 3.2. 
For the converse, let ~/: D ~ C be the normalization of C, as defined in for 
instance Lojasiewicz [16, p. 343, 344]. It is obtained by replacing, for every 
nonsmooth point q of C and small ball B in Q around q, the set C N B by the 
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disjoint union of the components of C at q, where each component is para- 
metrized by means of a complex analytic map z ~, (u(z), q(z)), with z in a small 
disc in the complex plane, as in (3.34). Then D is a compact Riemann surface 
and 71 : D ~ C is a complex analytic mapping such that, for each q E C, the 
number of elements in the pre-image 77 -1 ({q}) is equal to the number of com- 
ponents at q of C. Define D~ as the finite set of the points e E D such that 
q = r/(e) E C N 0Q and, for a small disc D(e) around e in D, rl(D(e)) is equal to a 
component at q of C as in c), with l > k. 
If  ~ = ~c ~o denotes the integration map from C \ r/(D~) to the minimal sur- 
face M/P, then e = 4~ o ~ is a minimal surface of finite topological type with flat 
points at infinity, and n' o e maps D \ D~ to C because n' is equal to the inverse 
of¢.  [] 
Remark 3.2. It is a theorem of Osserman [19, p.81, 82], that a complete im- 
mersed minimal surface M with finite total curvature is of finite topological 
type. The condition that M itself (not some quotient by non-trivial translations) 
has finite total curvature implies that 7~ = {0}. It follows from Proposition 3.2 
that these M correspond to the complex algebraic urves C in Q which satisfy 
(a), (b), (c), and moreover have the property that all the integrals of w = Re Y2 
over closed curves in C \ 0 e are equal to zero. The latter is a very severe re- 
striction on the algebraic urves C. It remains to be seen in how far a systematic 
search in the parameter range of the complex algebraic curves can be per- 
formed in order to find (or classify) the examples in which one is interested. 
Remark 3.3. If  one of the conditions a), b), c) for the complex algebraic urve C 
is not satisfied, then the corresponding minimal surface is no longer smoothly 
immersed and has singularities of branch point type. If  C intersects the section 
c~Q := Q \ Q at infinity, then the curvature tends to infinity if one approches the 
singular point, in all other cases the curvature has a finite limit at the branch 
point. 
Let (u, q) be the trivialization of Q \ Q-e3 over S \ {-e3} as in (2.18). Because 
of the polynomial embedding of Q in a complex projective space as in Remark 
2.12, any complex algebraic curve C in Q is equal, within Q \ Q-e3, to the 
zeroset of a polynomialf(u, q) in the two complex variables u, q, which we can 
write in the form 
d 
(3.7) f(u, q) = ~_, fj(u) qJ. 
j=0  
Here, for each 0 < j < d, ~ is a polynomial in one variable and fd(u) is not 
identically equal to zero. 
The condition that C c Q implies that fa(u) has no zeros, which means that 
it is equal to a nonzero constant, which we can take equal to -1,  because mul- 
tiplication o f f  with a nonzero constant does not change its zeroset. However, 
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the condition C c Q implies that the same is true for the polynomial equation 
which is obtained after the retrivialization (2.19). We have 
d d 
(3.8) f (v - l , v -4r )= Efj(v-1)v-4J~:v-rnE vm-4jj)(lfl)/'/, 
j=0 j=0 
in which m denotes the maximum of the numbers 4j + degreej~, 0 < j < d. Be- 
cause it is required that m-  4d---0, it follows that the closure in Q of the 
zeroset o f f  is contained in Q, if and only if (3.7) holds with 
(3.9) fd = --1, degJ) < 4(d - j )  for 0 < j  < d -  1. 
We have the identities d = the intersection umber of C with each fiber of 
7r : Q ~ S = the degree of the mapping 7tic : C ~ S = the degree of the Gauss 
map from M/P  to S. (Strictly speaking, here M/P  should be replaced by its 
compactification, obtained by the addition of a finite set of points at infinity. 
Note that d is also equal to the degree of the mapping n o e from D to S.) In view 
of (3.6), we obtain that the total curvature of the minimal surface M/7 ~ modulo 
P is equal to 
(3.10) f K(x) dzx= -47rd, 
M /7 a 
because the area of S is equal to 47r. As observed in Lemma 3.1, the condition 
that the total curvature of M/P  is finite is equivalent to the condition of having 
only fiat points at infinity. Therefore, if the complete minimal surface modulo 7 ~ is 
of finite topological type and has finite total curvature, then its total curvature is 
equal to -47r d, where d is equal to the degree of the Gauss map from M /'P to S. 
The intersection points of C \ Q-e3 with the zero section 0 e of Q correspond 
to the zeros u of the polynomial f0 of degree less than or equal to 4d, whereas 
(3.8) shows that at (-e3, 0) C has an intersection with 0 o of multiplicity equal 
to 4d - degreeJ~. It follows that if the degree of the Gauss map is equal to d, then 
the intersection umber of C with the zero section of Q is equal to 4d. In other 
words, the number of flat points of M [P plus its number of flat points at infinity, 
each counted with multiplicity, is equal to four times the degree of the Gauss map 
n : M/7  ~ ~ S.  
Remark 3.4. A topological explanation for the last statement can be given as 
follows. The Chern number of the complex line bundle Q over S -~ CP 1 is equal 
to 4, which implies that the self-intersection number 0 o -O e of 0 o is equal to 4. 
The self-intersection number F -  F of a fiber F of 7r : Q ~ S is equal to zero, 
because two distinct fibers are disjoint. The argument of Griffiths and Harris [8, 
p. 518] yields that every real two-dimensional cycle [C] E H2(Q, Z) can be 
written as cF + dOe, for some integers c and d. We then obtain from 
C.F=cF .F+dO a .F=d 
that C.  F = d = the degree of the mapping 7tic : C ~ S. On the other hand 
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C.0  o = cF .  0 o +d 0 o .00 = c+4d.  
Let ooQ = Q \ Q denote the section at infinity of rr : Q --+ S, which has been 
added to Q in order to compactify Q. Then 0Q - oc o = 0 and F .  oo a = 1, and 
therefore 
C.  o% =cF .  ooQ +d O o. oc e=c,  
and we arrive at the conclusion that 
(3.11) C.Oo=C.ooQ+4C.F  
for every real two-dimensional cycle C in Q. In particular, the intersection 
number of C with the zero section is equal to four times the degree of the 
mapping 7tic : C --+ S, if and only if the intersection umber of C with the sec- 
tion at infinity is equal to zero. 
Applying (3.11) to C = oo o, it also follows that oo o • oo o = -4 .  The negativ- 
ity of this self-intersection number implies that 0% is rigid, in the sense that c~ e 
can not be deformed to a nearby complex algebraic urve, because the inter- 
section number between complex algebraic urves is always _> 0. 
Let C be the algebraic urve in Q which corresponds to the minimal surface 
e : D \ D~ ~ M/79 of finite topological type and fiat points at infinity, as in 
Proposition 3.2. Let r/: D ---+ S be the complex analytic extension to D of the 
Gauss map n o e : D \ D~ --+ S. Then ~7 exhibits the compact Riemann surface 
D as a branched covering of S, where the branch points in S -~ 0 e correspond to 
the points q E C n 0Q. For each component A at q of C, we have a correspond- 
ing branch point b E D, where the b are all distinct. We write k(b) and l(b) for 
the intersection umber of A with the fiber through q and the zero section, re- 
spectively. 
Let B denote the set of all the branch points b E D, note that B is a finite 
subset of D and that Doo is equal to the set of b E B such that l(b) >_ k(b). Also 
recall that spin(b) = l(b) - k(b) is the spinning number of the flat point at in- 
finity, as introduced in the second paragraph after (3.5). Let d denote the degree 
of the Gauss map n o e : D ---+ S, r := #(D~)  the number of flat points at infinity 
and s := Y~ben~ spin(b) the total spin at infinity of the minimal surface. We 
then have the following formula for the genus g of D: 
(3.12) g=l+d- r /2 -s /2 .  
Proof. Because the genus of S is equal to zero, the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, 
cf. Farkas and Kra [6, p. 21], yields that 
(3.13) g= l -d  + ~ k(b) - I 
bEB 2 
Now we split the sum in the right hand side into a sum over the b E D \Dm and 
the b E D~. I f  b E D \ Do~, which corresponds to a finite fiat point, then 
k(b) - 1 = l(b), cf. the end of Section 3.1. On the other hand, if b E Doo then 
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k(b) - 1 = l(b) - spin(b) - 1, because of the definition of spin(b). The formula 
(3.12) now follows from (3.13), because ~beB l(b) = C . OQ = 4d. [] 
The formula (3.12) agrees with the Jorge-Meeks formula, cf. Jorge and Meeks 
[13, p. 210], Hoffman and Karcher [11, (2.16) on p. 20], where one has made the 
assumption that M itself has finite total curvature, not some quotient by a 
nonzero group of translations, cf. Remark 3.2. In [13] the Jorge-Meeks formula 
has been proved with the help of the Gauss-Bonnet formula for the total cur- 
vature, whereas our argument is based on the topology of the bundle Q which 
encodes the second order contact modulo translations. 
If 79 = {0}, then x(M)  = 2 - 2g - r is the Euler characteristic of M, where g 
is the genus of D and r = #(Do).  Combination of (3.10) and (3.12) therefore 
leads to the formula 
(3.14) f K (x )  d2x = 27r (x(M) - s )  
M 
for the total curvature, where s > r and s = r if and only if all ends at infinity are 
embedded, cf. Jorge and Meeks [13, p. 210]. The inequality that the total cur- 
vature is < 27r(x(M ) - r) is due to Gackstatter [7]. 
3.4. Sections 
The simplest complex algebraic urves in Q, apart from the fibers, are the sec- 
tions, i.e. the curves C which have intersection number with the fibers equal to 
one. This means that d = 1 in (3.7), (3.9), or that in the (u, q)-trivialization C is 
equal to the graph q =Jb(u) ofa polynomialJ~ of degree _< 4. It follows that the 
holomorphic sections of Q form a 5-dimensional complex vector space. Of the 
10 real parameters which determine the corresponding minimal surface, 6 are 
'essential', because we may substract the 3 real dimensions of SO(3) and the 
parameter of the dilations. 
Remark 3.5. The space of holomorphic sections of Q can be recognized as the 
representation space for the irreducible representation f SL(2, C) with highest 
weight equal to four times the fundamental highest weight of SL(2, C), where Q 
is the complex line bundle over SL(2, C) /L  ~- CP l in the Borel-Weil picture, cf. 
[5, (4.12.5), (4.12.7)]. 
Because the degree d of the projection 7rc : C ~ S is equal to one, we have for 
every s E S \ 7r(C n 0Q) a unique x E M/ 'P  such that n(x) = s, whereas there is 
no such x i fs  E 7r(C M 0~). Also note that d = I is equivalent to the condition 
that the total curvature of M/79 is equal to -41r. 
The topological intersection number of C with the zero section is equal to 4, 
where the intersection points of C with 0Q correspond to the zeros off0, counted 
with multiplicity, and an intersection at (-e3, 0) with multiplicity 4 - deg f0, if 
deg ~ < 4. If q is an intersection point of C and 0 o, then the numbers k and l in 
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(3.2) satisfy k = 1, whereas l is equal to the multiplicity of the intersection (= 
the order of the zero of f0 if 7r(q) ¢ -e3). In particular, because l >__ k, each 
q E C M 0 e corresponds to a single fiat point at infinity, where 7r(q) is equal to 
the limiting position of the normal. Also note that I > k for every q E C M 0Q 
implies that the minimal surface has no finite flat points. 
Because C is diffeomorphic to the sphere, the sum of homology classes of the 
positively oriented small loops around the points of C fq 0Q is equal to zero, 
which implies that the sum of the corresponding period vectors, the integrals of 
over these loops, is also equal to zero. It follows that we have no periodicity, 
i.e. 79 = {0}, if we have only one intersection point q of C with 0 0, which then 
necessarily has multiplicity equal to 4. By means of a rotation in R 3, we can 
arrange that 7r(q) = -e3, which implies that fo(u) is a nonzero constant. The 
corresponding minimal surface in R 3 is Enneper's urface, cf. DHKW [4, pp. 
144-149]. 
We have already observed in (3.3) and (3.5) that if I = k(= 1), then the in- 
tegral of w over a small loop in C around q is equal to a nonzero period vector p. 
If  7r(q) ¢ -e3 and q has the coordinates (a, 0) in the (u, q)-trivialization of 
Q\Q-e3, then fo(u)=(u-a)g(u), where g is a polynomial with 
degg = degf0 - 1 and g(a) ~ 0. Taking u(z) = u, q(z) =f0(u) in (3.1), we arrive 
at the formula 
(3.15) p=47r lm(g~ (1-aZ, i(l +a2),2a)) 
for the period p. 
Therefore the only remaining case without periodicity is that we have two 
intersection points ql and q2 of C with 0Q, each of which of multiplicity two. By 
means of a rotation in R 3 we can arrange that 7r(q2) = -e3, which implies that 
fo(u) = c (u - a) 2 for some u E C and c E C \ {0}. A straighforward calculation 
shows that in this case the period vector p is equal to 47r times the imaginary 
part of c -l ( -2a,  2 i a, 2), (The period vector of q2 is equal to -p,  because the 
sum of the period vectors is equal to zero.) We have that p = 0 if and only if 
a = 0 and c E R. The corresponding minimal surface in R 3 is the catenoid, cf. 
DHKW [4, pp. 135-138]. The helicoid is the adjoint surface of the catenoid, for 
which fo(u) = iu 2, which belongs to the associated family of the catenoid, for 
whichf0(u) = e 1° u 2, cf. DHKW [4, pp. 138-140]. The period vector is equal to 
p = -47r (sin 0) e3 for the members of this family. 
Because the sum of the period vectors is equal to zero, we obtain at most 
three linearly independent ones, and this actually occurs for the generic section 
C (which necessarily has four simple intersection points with 0o). In this case 79 
is a discrete additive subgroup of R 3, R3/79 is diffeomorphic to the three-di- 
mensional torus, in which M/79 is smoothly immersed. A case at hand is 
Scherk's urface, for whichf0(u) = u 4 - 1, cf. DHKW [4, p. 153]. 
On the other hand, it can also happen that the subgroup 79 of R 3 is not dis- 
crete. For instance, one can have nonzero pl and P2 in 79 such that p2 = ~pl, 
where a is an irrational real number. In such a case the minimal surface will be 
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dense in R 3, which makes it rather senseless to make a picture of the full mini- 
mal surface. 
Bour's surfaces are given by q = cu m, where m E R and c E C \  {0}, cf. 
DHKW [4, p. 149]. These correspond to minimal surfaces as described in Pro- 
position 3.2, if and only if m E Q and 0 < m < 4. In view of the retrivialization 
(2.19), the replacement o fm by 4 - m corresponds to a switch in the role of e3 
and -e3, which means that we may restrict our attention to the cases that 
0 < m _< 2. For rn = 0 we have Enneper's urface, and for m = 2 the catenoid 
family. I f  m = a/b with a, b E 77, b > 0 and gcd(a, b) = 1, then the complex al- 
gebraic curve C is defined by the equation qb = c u a. The degree of the Gauss 
mapping is equal to b, but M/T;' is isomorphic to the Riemann sphere with two 
points deleted. (According to (3.13), the genus of D is equal to zero.) In this 
sense, although C is not a section, Bour's surface is akin to the minimal sur- 
faces defined by a section. The period p can be computed from (3.1) with 
u(z) = z ~, q(z) = ~z, where ~b = c. It turns out that the period vector is equal to 
zero, unless a = 2, b = 1, or a = b = 1. In both of these exceptional cases, C is a 
section with two zeros at opposite points of S. The first case is the catenoid fa- 
mily. In the second case, where one zero is simple and the other has multiplicity 
3, we have for every nonzero value of c that p is a nonzero vector in the hor- 
izontal plane. 
3.5. Hyperell iptic curves 
It follows from (3.44) that a minimal surface as in Proposition 3.2 has noflat 
points at infinity, i.e. Do~ = 0, if and only if the genus g of C is equal to d + 1, i fd  
denotes the degree of the Gauss map (= the degree of ~lc : C + S). 
Remark 3.6. In Meeks [15, Thm 7.1] the formula d = g - 1 was obtained as a 
consequence of the Gauss-Bonnet formula 
-4rrd = I K(x) d2x = 2rrx(M/P)  = 27r(2 - 2g). 
M/P 
He also observed that g = 2 cannot occur: i fg  = 2 then d --- 1, hence the Gauss 
map is an isomorphism from M/'P onto S, which implies that g = 0. 
More explicitly, we have no flat points at infinity if and only if, for each 
q E C A 0Q and each component A at q of C, we have that 1 = k - 1, if k is the 
intersection umber of A with the fiber and l is the intersection umber of A 
with the zero section 0 o. This implies that d > k > 2. I f  we take d = 2, which 
implies that g = 3, then it follows that C is equal to the zeroset of a polynomial 
f as in (3.7), (3.9), with d = 2, J i(u) = 0, and f0 a polynomial of degree 7 or 8 
with only simple zeros. (The degree is equal to 7 if and only if one of the points 
of C n 0Q lies over -e3, which always can be arranged by means of a rotation in 
R 3.) In this case C is equal to the hyperelliptic urve of genus 3 defined by the 
equation 
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(3.16) q2 =f0(u), 
in which the degree off0 is equal to 7 or 8 and f0 has only simple zeros. C is a 
smooth complex algebraic curve in Q and the projection 7r]c : C --* S is the 
usual branched covering of S ~- CP 1 by the hyperelliptic urve C. It is a cyclic 
covering as described in Barth, Peters and Van de Ven [1, p. 42]. 
The minimal surface M/79 modulo the periods has eight finite fiat points, 
corresponding to the eight intersection points of C with the zero section 0 o of 
Q. Via the coefficients of the polynomial f0 in (3.16), the set C of these hyper- 
elliptic curves C can be identified with a nonvoid open subset of C 9. 
Let § £2 : I-y] ~ ~ £2 be the mapping from H1(C, 77) to C 3, which is obtained 
by means of integration of the C3-valued one-form Y2 over closed loops in C. 
The image P(I2[ c) of Hi(C, Z) in C 3 is an additive subgroup of C 3 with 6 gen- 
erators, because H1 (C, 7/) __. 7/6, cf. Farkas and Kra [6, 1.2.5]. If Re denotes the 
real linear mapping from C 3 onto R 3 which assigns to z E C 3 its real part, then 
Re P(S2lc ) = P, the group of the integrals ofw = Re g2 over closed loops -~ in C. 
Note that the fact that g2lc is holomorphic implies that the restriction ofw to C 
is smooth (real analytic). 
Lemma 3.3. T'(£21c ) is a lattice in C 3, which means that it has a 7~-basis which is 
also an R-basis of C 3 ~_ R 6. This implies that C3/79(g21c) is compact, a real 6-di- 
mensional torus. 
The mapping ~ (2: q ~ ,[qqo Y2, where the integration is over a curve in C which 
runs from qo to q, defines a complex analytic embedding from C into C3/79(Y21c). 
The image (~[ Y2)( C) is a compact complex analytic curve in C3/79(g21c) and ~ Y2 is 
a complex analytic diffeomorphismfrom C onto its image. 
Proof. Let 7-(l(C) denote the space of holomorphic (1, 0)-forms on C, also 
called the abelian differentials on C. For any compact Riemann surface, the 
complex dimension ofT-t 1 (C) is equal to the genus g of C, cf. Farkas and Kra [6, 
p. 62], which in our case is equal to 3. For each closed curve -y in C we have the 
complex linear form 5g: 0~-* ~ 0 on ~J(C). The mapping ~: [7] ~ ~g~ is in- 
jective from Hi(C, Z) to the dual space ~1(C)* of 7-tl (C), and its image A is a 
lattice in 7-t 1 (C)*, cf. Farkas and Kra [6, III.2.8]. A is called the period lattice of 
C. This implies that Jac(C) := 7-t 1 (C)*/A is a real 6-dimensional torus, called 
the Jacobi variety of C. 
The components of g21c are equal to 
f2, =-2(1 -u  2) du/q, Y22=-2 i ( l+u  2) du/q, and J23=-4udu/q ,  
cf. (2.18). Because the one-forms if d u/q withj  = 0, 1, 2 form a basis ofT-( 1 (C), 
cf. Farkas and Kra [6, p. 104], the g2i also form a basis of ~ l  (C). It follows that 
g2 : z ~ ~= l zi Y2i is a linear isomorphism from C 3 onto 7-t I (C). 
The adjoint $2' is a linear isomorphism from ~1(C)* onto (C3) * _~ C 3. For 
every standard basis vector ei of C 3 and closed curve 7 in C we have that 
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[ \  
(L2* |~] ,  e l )= (§, J'2(ei))=(~, J2i)=5~ J2;, 
Vr /  7 7 7 
which shows that 12" o § is equal to the mapping ~ 12 : HI (C, 7/) --. C 3. It fol- 
lows that the image of ~ a is equal to ~ (A), which implies that  '(alc) 
is a lattice in C 3, because ~* is a linear isomorphism and A is a lattice in 
n~(c) *. 
The second statement follows from the fact that the mapping 
(q)0  0q~--+ ~ : C .-~ 7-ll(C)*/A 
qo 
is an embedding from C into Jac(C), cf. Farkas and Kra [6, 111.6.4]. [] 
The pre-image of (~ 12)(C) in C 3 under the projection from C 3 to C3/7~(S?lc) is 
a closed and smooth complex one-dimensional nalytic submanifold of C 3, 
which we denote by F. Note that F is equal to the isotropic complex analytic 
curve which is associated to the minimal surface M as in Section 2.4. The re- 
striction to F of the projection Re : C 3 ~ R s is a smooth immersion from F 
onto the minimal surface M in R 3 which is obtained by means of integration of 
w over C. 
We also have that ReT~(~[c) = 7 ~, the group of periods of M. Because 
~o(~[c ) contains an R-basis of C 3 and the real linear mapping Re is surjective, 
it follows that ~0 contains an R-basis of R 3. However, it can easily happen that 7 ~ 
is not closed in R 3, in which case the minimal surface M is dense in R 3. 
The period group ~0 is closed, i.e. a lattice, in R 3, if and only if the kernel 
(i R 3) of the projection Re : C 3 ~ R 3 has an R-basis which consists of elements 
of 7~(~lc). In other words, if and only if 7~(J?lc) contains three linearly in- 
dependent purely imaginary elements. In this case the minimal surface M is 
properly immersed in R s, and is triply periodic. 
Extend the mapping §J~:HI(C, 7 / )~ C 3 to an R-linear mapping from 
5~ : Hi(C, R) ~ C 3, which we denote with the same letter. Then ~ = 79(C) is 
a lattice in R 3, if and only if the 3-dimensional real linear subspace 
L(C) = (~2) -1 (i R 3) 
of the 6-dimensional real vector space HI(C, R) contains three linearly in- 
dependent elements of the lattice H 1 (C, 7/). Let G be the Grassmann manifold 
of all 3-dimensional real linear subspaces of ill (C, R), and let Go denote the set 
of all L E G such that L A Hi (C, 7/) contains abasis of L. Then Go is dense in G. 
Because of the discrete nature of the homology groups with values in 7/, there is 
a canonical identification, for any hyperelliptic urve C' near C, of H1 (C t, 7/) 
with Hi(C, Z), and therefore also of HI(C', R) with Hi(C, R), and of the 
Grassmann manifold of Hi (C', R) with G. 
Let Co denote the set of C' E C such that P(C') is a lattice in R 3. If the map- 
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ping C' ~ L(C') from the real 18-dimensional space C to the real 9-dimensional 
manifold G has surjective derivative at C, then the conclusion is that Co is dense 
in a neighborhood of C in C. Moreover, near C the set Co then is equal to the 
union of countably many smooth real analytic submanifolds of C, each of real 
dimension 18 - 9 = 9. Of these 9 dimensions, 5 are essential, if we substract the 
4 dimensions of the real rotations and the dilations. 
Pirola [20] has proved that for the generic hyperelliptic curves C as above the 
derivative of the mapping C' --* L(C') surjective at C. It follows that the set of 
C, such that the period group 79 is a lattice in R 3, is dense in C. Moreover, in the 
open dense subset where D L(C) is surjective, it is equal to the union of count- 
ably many smooth manifolds as described above. 
There are many examples known of triply periodic minimal surfaces, among 
which those constructed by H.A. Schwarz and Alan Schoen, cf. DHKW [4, pp. 
212-217]. These minimal surfaces are not only properly immersed, but even 
embedded in R 3. 
The embedded minimal surfaces in the real five-dimensional f mily of Meeks 
[15, Theorem 7.1] correspond to the genus three hyperelliptic curves C as above, 
which satisfy the additonal condition that C is invariant under the anti-holo- 
morphic involution 
A: (u, q )~ (-1/~, ~/u -4) 
of Q which is induced by the antipodal mapping s~ - s on the sphere S. The 
['y] E H~(C, 7/) such that A(['),]) = [q,] form a three-dimensional sublattice L of 
Hi(C, ~). Furthermore, because A*/2 = -~,  it follows that (§ I2)(L) c i R 3, 
which implies that 7 9 is a lattice in R 3. The condition for C means that 
4 
fo(u) = c H (u -a j )  (u + 1/T ), 
j= l  
where c E C, aj E C, c I-I~41 aj E R, and aj # ak, aj # -1/~-~ whenj  #k .  This 
condition implies that the branch points consist of four arbitrary pairs of anti- 
podal points on S, and there is a free nonzero real factor in f0. 
For many of the known examples, Karcher and Wohlgemut in [14, pp. 317- 
347] found., explicit Weierstrass data. With the substitutions g = u, ~ = -~", 
dh = # ~,  cf. Karcher [14, p. 315 and 318], which implies that # = -uZ/q, we 
find that the examples in Karcher [14, pp. 319-329] belong to the family of 
Meeks [15, Theorem 7.1]. (In the case of (H) in Karcher [14, p.329], the quantity 
#2 probably should be replaced by #-2.) The first example of Schwarz corre- 
sponds to the hyperelliptic urve q2/4 = u 8 - 14u 2 + 1, cf. Remark 2.8 and 
DHKW [4, p. 175]. On the other hand, the examples in Karcher [14, pp. 330-347] 
do not look like hyperelliptic curves of genus three. 
3.6. The Costa surface 
The famous Costa surface is a nonperiodic, embedded minimal surface of genus 
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one and with three flat points at infinity. Furthermore the degree of its Gauss 
map is equal to three, cf. DHKW [4, p. 198]. 
An explicit Weierstrass representation has been given in Hoffman and Meeks 
[12, (1.1), (3.1), (3.5)]. If, in the case k = 1, we substitute g = u, w = c/u, 
rl = -2  d u/q and eliminate the variable z, then we arrive at the equation 
(3.17) c 5 q3 _ c 2 u 4 q2 _ 27 c 4 u 4 + 4u 8 = 0 
for the curve C in (u, q)-coordinates. Therefore the degree of the Gauss map is 
equal to three. With the substituion u = v - l ,  q = v -4 r, this equation is equiva- 
lent to 
C 5 r 3 -- c 2 r 2 -- 27 c 4 v 8 -~ 4v 4 = 0. 
According to Hoffman and Meeks [12, Proposition 3.1], there is a unique posi- 
tive value of c such that the corresponding minimal surface has no periods. 
At u = q = 0, which lies over e3 E S, C has intersection umber with the fiber 
and the zero section equal to three and four respectively, and therefore 
u = q = 0 corresponds to a fiat point at infinity of M. At v = ~: --- 0, which lies 
over -e3 E S, C has two components, each of which has intersection umber 
with the fiber and the zero section equal to one and two, respectively. Therefore 
v = r --- 0 corresponds to two flat points at infinity of M. The other intersection 
points with the zero section correspond to the equations q -- 0, u 4 --- 27 c a. At 
each of these four points the intersection umber with the fiber and the zero 
section is equal to two and one, respectively, which means that these points 
correspond to the four finite flat points of M. 
According to (3.12), the genus of D is equal to g = 1 + 3 - ~ - 3 = 1. In this 
way we have recovered the properties mentioned in the beginning of this sec- 
tion from the equation (3.17) which defines C. 
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